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Docket No. SIW 50-605 Noyember 21, 1989

:
I

Patrick W. Marriott, Manager i

Licensing & Oansulting Services |
GE Nuclear Energy i
General Electric Ocupany j
175 Certner Avenue
San Jose, California 95125

,

Daar Mr, Marriott:.

'

SURTECT: RESOUJt1CN OF CUPJIANDING SAFEW EVAIIATION ISSUES RELATING TO 'IHE I

GEN!2AL EIECIRIC CIMPANY APPLICATION KR CERTIFICATION OF 'IHE ABWR
DESIG4 |

= Enclosed are copies of Preliminary Detttt Safety Evaluations (PDSERs) relating .

to the staff's review of your application for certification of the Advanced
Boilirq Water Reactor Design. In these PDSERs we have identified a need for '

additional infonnation in the fann of cutstaniing immm. Enclosure 1 was
prepared by the Mesanical Engineering Brant and Enclosure 2 was prepared by
the Structural and mm lences Branch. The staff plans to discuss Enclosure 2
with GE during the seismic design audit scheduled for Novenber 28-30, 1989 in
San Jose. Enclosure 2 will be M a' W at a later date. However, in order
for us to maintain the AIMR review schedule, we request that you provide a
schedule that is consistant with resolving the identified outstanding issues by
the end of January 1990. If you have any cancerns regarding this request -
please call me on (301)492-1104.

Sincerely,
/s/
Dino C. Scaletti, Project Manager
Standardization ard Life

Extension Project Directorate
Division of Reactor Projects - III, IV,

V and Special Projects
|- Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
| As stated
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'INCIDSURE 1
I

PRELIMDERY M&FT SMTN EG11EPION INWT PGt
'IME ADANCED IMR STANDARD SMTW Al& LYSIS REFORT i,

| DOCKET NO.: 50-605 {
l MEORNICAL INGINEERING IRANOI i,, .

d

3. DESIGN OF S'IRDCIURES, CDGONENTS, BQUIINENT, AND SYSTDt3

3.1 Gemral

R Section 3.1 of ths M1Rn SSAR diseasses conformance of structures, .

camponents, m;pipwant, and systes to the %neral Design Criteria ,

(GDC) in 10 CER 50, Appendix A. Using this infomation, the staff i
has reviewed the design criteria to verify that the AIER Nuclear i

| Islarx1 will te desiged to meet the GDC_ :
1 ;

'Ibe staff review of structures, c.uigisits, equipnent, and systems !
relies hnavily on the application of industry mia= and standards
that have been used as accepted industry practice. 'Ibe codes and -

standart'.s cited in this repert havs teen previously reviewed by the ,

staff, found acceptable, and ircorporated into the SRP (NUREG-0800) .

3.2 classification of Structures. Systems, and Cumcc-itus

3.2.1 Seismic Classification
GDC 2, " Design naaan for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," in
Part, requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, ani
c.uipreits important to safety be designed to withstand the effects >

of earthquakes without loss of capability to perform their safety "

function. Certain of these features are r====ayy to ensure (1) the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure bourriary, (2)' the capabil-
ity to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown -

condition, and (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the conse-
quences of accidents that could result in potential offsite expo-
sures ocmparable to 10 CIR 100 guideline a-ms. 'Ihe earthquake
for whid these safety-related plant features are designed is
defined as the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) in 10 CFR 100, Appen-
dix A. 'Ihe SSE is haead on an evaluation of the =vinnn earthquake
potential and is that earthquake whi& prn+v== the =v4=nn vibra-
tory ground notion for whi& structures, systems, and wigtsits are '

designed to remain functional. 'Ihose plant features that are designed
to remain functional if an SSE occurs are designated seismic Cate-
gory I in Regulatory Guide (BG) 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification."
'Ibe AIER SSAR was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.2.1
(NUREG-0800) which references RG 1.29.

'Ibe structures, systems, cuigtsits, and equignent of the AIMR
Nuclear Island that are required to be designed to withstand the ,

,
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effects of an SSE and remain functional have been identified in Table
3.2-1 of the SSAR. 'Ihis table, in part, identifies major Omenwets
in fluid systans, me&anical systans, and anocciated structures dcaig-
nated as seismic category I. The staff has rwviewed Table 3.2-1 arxl
other applicable infc,Jmation in the SSAR and concluded that the struc-
tures, systams and myrr dus inportant to safety in the AIMR Nuclear
Island have been properly classified as Seismic category I items in
confomance with RG 1.29. All other structures, systems, and ocmpo-
nants that may be required for operaticm of the facility are not
required to be designed to seismic mtagory I requirements, including
those portions of Qategory I systems such as vant lines, fill linas,
drain lirns, aM test lines on the downstream side of isolation
valves aM portions of these systans that are not rwquired to perform
a safety furction.

Note f in Table 3.2-1 and Subsections 3.7.2.8 and 3.7.3.13 in the
| SSAR state that equipment, structures and piping in the ABWR that is
j non-seismic Category I but whim oculd damage Seismic Category I itas

if its structural integrity failed is analyzed and designed to assure,

its integrity under seismic loading frun the Safe shutdown Earthquake.
At the interface between seismic and non-seismic category 1 piping
systems, the Seismic category 3 dynamic analysis will be exteMe:1 to

L either the first anchor point in the non-seismic system or to suffi-
cient distance in the non-seismic system as so as not to A ade the
accuracy of the seismic Category 1 analysis. The staff has concluded
that this ocrmnitaant is in conformance with R.G.1.29.

'Ibe staff has concluded that the above infomation constitutes a
basis for satisfying applicable portions of GDC 2 in Appendix A of
10 CFR 50, and is therefore acceptable.

3.2.2 System Quality Group Classification

GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records," in 10 CFR 50, Apperriix A
requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and cur entsr
important to safety be designed, fabricated, erected, arx1 tasted to
quality standards comensurate with the importance of the safety
function to be performed. Important to safety is defined in the
introduction to 10 CFR 50, Appendix A as " structures, systens, and
wyr.rsets that provide reasonable assurance that the facility can be
operated without uMue risk to the health aM safety of the public ".
A subset of inportant to safety is the term safety related (safety
grade) . 10 CFR 50.49(b)(1), and 10 CFR 100, Appervilx A, Sections
III(c), VI(a)(1) and VI(b)(3) defines safety related as those
systems, structures arx1 w;rtsats maary to assure either:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
(2) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a

safe shutdown condition, or
(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of

accidents whid could result in potential offsite exposures
ocmparablo to the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

1

O
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In the AIMR SSAR, Subsection 3.1.2.1.1.2, " Evaluation Against
critArion 1", a footnote states that "igortant to safety" and
" safety Islated" are considend equivalent in this SSAR. '!his AIMR
position, which is restated in the applicants' moponse to the '

staffs' question 210.3, is not consistant with the abwe definitions ;
and is not acceptable. A strict interpretation of the AIMR position '

oculd result in unacceptable quality groqp classifications of certain
;

structures, systems and wyciw.is in the AIMR SSAR Table 3.2-1, i
" Classification Sununary". As discussed in NRC Generic Istter 84-01,
"NRC Use ot' the Tarns Igortant to Safety and Safety Rolate$", dated
January 5,1984, the staff's evaluatiens of the quality assurance
requiromants in 10 CFR Part 50, Amerdix B inve general 3y applied the j
narrawer class of " safety-related" acuismnt as (rsfinal abwe. 'this '

iglied that nonal irsass:ry poetico for q.Ality assurarte was !

9enerally acceptile for nr.st eqilipannt not cuveted by the " safety ;

related" definition. Mcwever, as psinted out in G0neric letter
84-01, there have been specific situations in the past when the
staff has determined that quality assurance requirements beyond ;

nomal industsy practioe wm rseded for conponents ard equipment in ;

the more betad "important to saiety" class. h se specific situa- .;

tions have oco2rred during the staff's reviews of systans quality .|
group classifications in the Safety Analysis Reports for previous IMR ~

and PWRs and have generally resultad in the imposition of additicnal ;

quality assurance ocmanitments frun the applicants oansnansurate with j
the importance to safety of the equipnent involved. !

With the above pcsition frun G.L. 84-01 as a guideline, the staff
reviewed the AIMR SSAR in aooordance with Standard Deview Plan,
Section 3.2.2 (NURin-0800), " System Quality Group Classification".
SRP 3.2.2 references Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality GIVyp Classifi- !
cation and Standards for Water , Steam , arti Radioactive-Waste-
Containing Cvuwww.ta of Nuclear Power Plants," as the principal i

Want used in the staff review for identifying on a functional ;

basis the pressure retaining mycisivits of those systens important to
safety as NRC Quality Groups A, B, C, or D. 10 CFR 50.55a identifies
those American Society of Mechanical Ergineers Boiler arxi Pressure i

Vanaal Code (AMSE) Section III, Class 1 conpanents that are part of ;

the RCPB. Conformance of these RCPB wrisivits with 10 CFR 50.55a is !
discussed in Section 5.2.1.1 of this SER. 'Ihese RCPB wycnidits tire
designated in M 1.26 as Quality Croup A. Certain other RCPB ocmpo-
nents that meet the exclusion requirements of 10 CPR 50.55a(c)(2)

'
,

are classified Quality Grtyp B in accordance with RG 1.26.
l

I 'Ibe applicant used American Nuclear Society (ANS) Safety Clamaan 1,
| 2, 3, and Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) as defined in American National
l Standard ANSI /ANS 52.1-1983, " Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design

of Stationary Boiling Water Reactor Plants", in the clessification
of system myctierits as an alternative method of meeting the guidance
of RG 1.26. Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3 in the SSAR provide a correlation ;

between (1) AIMR Safety Classes 1, 2, 3, and NNS, (2) the Otanission's
Quality Groups A, B, C, and D in RG 1.26 and (3) ASME Section III

|

.
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code Classes. A sumary of the relationship between the three methods
of classification in the SSAR is listed in the table below. It
should be noted that the followirg table is cnly applicable to
pressure-retainirg u irisia.

NRC Oulity GrouD AIMR Safety Class ASME Section III Code Class !

A 1 1
B 2 2
C 3 3

^

D NNS -

P

'Ibe above table is acceptable for definiry the relationship between
. the three methods of classification for pressure retainiJg v.myciants.
However, as stated in Question 210.4, the staff has not endorsed ANSI /-
ANS 52.1-1983 and cannot rely on the safety classifications in this
hant in determining the acceptability of non-pressure retainirg
structures, systems and wiri-iis. 'Iberefora, for rwi r -- n
retainirg wirisits, the staffs'. review of Table 3.2-1 in the SSAR
has u.un.=ad. rated on an evaluation of Quality Assurance in accordance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and seismic classifications. Idsted
below is a brief sumary of each unresolved issue relative to Table
3.2-1. Each issue is identified by the applicant's responses to
staff questions which appear in SSAR Subsection 20.30.5, Airadiant-

3. 'Ibe Item numbers are those listed in Table 3.2-1. -

_ RESIONSE to Q 210.6
'Ibe staff cannot couplete its review of the main steam line quality
group and seismic classifications until the issue of the Main Steam
Line Isolation Valve Isakage control System (MSIV-IIS) is resolved.
Resolution of this issue, which is di=W in Section 6.7 of this
Draft SER, may result in revisions of Table 3.2-1, Figure 5.1-3b,
Snhaution 3.9.3.1.3 and Subsection 5.4.9.3.

_ RESIONSE to Q 210.7
'Ihe response to this question in Aradi&it 3 to the SSAR was accept-
able except that Item B2.7, "Feedwater piping fr m shutoff valve to
seismic interface restraint" was aMai to Table 3.2-1 with a Quality
Group D classification. 'Ihis classification is not consistent with

,

the remairder of the response to this question and is unacceptable.
Item B2.7 should be deleted fra the table.

RESPONSE 'IO Q 210.8~

'Ibe response to this question stated that the primary side of the
recirculation motor cooling system is designed to ASME Section III
Class 1 criteria but is classified as Safety Class 3 and Quality
Group C. As stated in Question 210.8, the ttaff does not agree with
this classification. 'Ihe staff considers this system to be connected
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary ard therefore should be
considered a part of that bctandary in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 50.2. To be consistent with this position and the information

;

.-,,--.,------n- , - , - - , - . - - + - - -
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in Anhaaetion 3.9.3.1.4 and Figure 5.4-4 in the SSAR, the applicant '

is requested to charge the classifications of Itens B3.1, "Pipirg - ,

primary side, motor cooling system" and B3.2, " Pipe Supports" to
Safety Class 1 and Quality Group A.

.

_ RESPONSE 'IO Q 210.11'
Part of the applicant's response to this question stated that the
containment spray piping within the outermost isolaticri valve is
Safety Class 2 because it is not a part of the reactor coolant-
pressure boundary. Since this is equivalent to Quality Group B, the
staff agrees with this classification. However, Figures 5.4-10a,-
"RHR System P&ID" and 6.2-38a, " Plant Requiranants, Group Classifi-
cation and containment Isolation Diagram" in the SSAR both show a
Quality Group transition point from Quality Group B to C in this ,

piping at the containment boundary. 'Ihis transition point should be
deleted in these figures and the containment spray pipirg inside
containment should remain Quality Group B ard Safety Class 2.

Another part of the applicants' response to this question stated that
the containment spray spargers are Safety class 3 because they are -

not part of either the reactor coolant pressure boundary or the pres-
sure boundary of an engineered safety feature piping system. 'Ihe
staff's position is that since these spargers are part of a Safety
Class 2 pipirg system as diaemaarl in the above para @, theyv
should also be Safety Class 2. 'Ihis part of the response to Q 210.11
should be revised, and in Table 3.2-1 of the SSAR, Item E1.3 should
either be revised or an additional item aMarl in El of this table to
address the containment sp~ay piping and spargers. *

_ RESPCESES 'IO Q 210.11 AND Q 210.45
'Ihe staff position is that reactor internals such as the feedwater
spargers, RHR/ECCS low pressure flen* spargers and ECCS high pres-

! sure core flooder spargers are r-ry to help acomplish the safety
function of ans acy core coolirg and should therefore be classifiedv
as Safety Class 2 arxl Quality Group B to obtain a higher level of
quality assurance than Safety Class 3. 'Ibe applicants response to Q
210.45 stated that these spargers cannot be pressure tested and there-
fore cannot meet the requirements of Safety Class 2. 'Ihe system hydro-
static test requirements for ASME Class 2 and Class 3 systems are
almost identical in ASME Section III, Snhaaetions NC and ND. In
addition, NC and ND 6114.1(b) " System Pressure Test" for Class 2 ard

i 3 systems respectively, provides an option for testirg open ended
L systems and states that spray nozzles and their attachment weld or
|- mechanical joints need not be tested. 'Ibe followirg parts of the

SSAR should be revised to reflect this staff position:

| 1. Table 3.2-1, Items Bl.5 El.3 ard E4.1
| 2. Subsections 3.9.5.1.2.4, 3.9.5.1.2.5 and 3.9.5.1.2.6

3. Responses to Q 210.11 arxl Q 210.45

. ~ . - ~ ,_ - - _ _ . __ __ _ _ _ ._. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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_ RESIONSE to Q 210.12
Figums 6.3-7a and 6.3-7b, "High Pressure Core Flooder System P&ID" ;

in the SSAR appears to classify all piping within the outermost :
isolation valves (F004B and F014.01C) in this systen as Quality

_

'

Group A ard Safety Class 1. 'Ihis does not apear to agree with the
response to this question which states that portions of this system
which are part of an engineered safety feature and are within the .

outemost isolation valve, but are not part of the reactor coolant '

pressure bourdary (RCPB) are Safety Class 2. 'Ihe applicant is -

requested to revise the response to Q 210.12 by identifying all
portions of the High pressure core F1miar System piping which is. ;

within the outemost isolation valve and is Safety Class 2 or 3.
Items E2.1 aM E2.5 in Table 3.2-1 of the SSAR should also be revised
to identify Class 2 and 3 piping and valves which are within the-
outernost isolation valve. '

'

_ RESPONSE 'IO Q 210.13
'Ihe response to this question references ANSI /ANS 57.1-1980, " Design*

Requirements for INR Fuel Handling Systems" as the basis for the
Non-Nuclear Safety classification of Item F4.1 " Refueling haiipnent

,
Platform Assembly" in Table 3.2-1 of the SSAR. 'Ihe staff position is
that the Refueling Fq$imant Platfom Assembly is inportant to safety
and, as a minimum should meet applicable quality assurance requirements
of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 in addition to being classified as Seismic
Category 1. 'Ihis position on Appendix B is consistent with the
guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.29. Item F4.1 in Table 3.2-1 should
be revised to reflect this position.

l

! _ RESIGSE 'IO Q 210.15
| 'Ihe response to this question references the ANSI /ANS 52.1 - 1983

standard as the basis for the Non-Nuclear Safety classification of
the new and spent fuel storage racks and the defective fuel storage

i container. 'Ihe staff position is that the new and spent fuel storage
i1 racks and the defective fuel storage container are important to safety
i and, as a mininum, should meet applicable quality assurance require-

ments of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 in addition to being classified as,

L Seismic Category 1. 'Ihis position on Appendix B is consistent with
R.G.1.29. Items F5.1 and F5.2 in Table 3.2-1 of the SSAR should be
revised to reflect this position.

RESIGSE 'IO Q 210.19~

'Ihe response to this question is not acceptable. Reference the
di= = ions above on the responses to Q 210.13 and 210.15

| Subsequent to resolutions of the issues discussed above relative to
1- Table 3.2-1 in the SSAR, the staff will submit its evaluation in the

Final SER.

|

'

i
!
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3. 6. 2 - Determination of Ruoture Tmations ard Dvrwnic Effects Anamiated-

with the Postulated Ruoture of Picintr 1

General Design Criterion 4, "Envi4w.nuital and Missile Design Ramaa,"
,

-

of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, requires that structures, systens, ard *

cw=vits inportant to safety shall be designed to be conpatible
with and to accannodate the effects of the envirui.wistal corditions
as a result of normal' operations, maintenance, testing, and postu- -

lated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents. 'Ihese struc-
,

tures, systems, and wirt-uia shall be adamately protected against t

dynamic effects (including the effects of missiles, pipe whipping,
and discharging fluids) that may result from aqui= ant failures and '

fran events and conditions outside the nuclear power plant.

'Ihe staff's review, conducted in accordanm with Standard Review Plan .

(NUREG-0800), Section 3.6.2, " Determination of Break locations and
Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture of Piping," ,

pertains to the methodology used for protecting safety-related,

'

structures, systems, and wipinuEs against the effects of postulated
pipe breaks both inside and outside containment. 'Ihe staff has used
the review pivcidares identified in SRP 3.6.2 to evaluate the crite-
ria and methodology used by the applicant to determine the effect ;
that breaks in high energy fluid systems would have on adjacent '

safety-related structures, systems, or omponents with respect to jet r

L inpingement and pipe whip. - h details of the staff's review follow.

Pipe whip need only be considered in those high-energy piping systems
| having fluid reservoirs with' sufficient capacity to develop a jet
I stream. 'Ihe criteria for determining high- and moderate-energy lines

is found in Branch Technical Position ASB 3-1 of Stardard Review Plan
3.6.1, " Plant Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures
in Fluid Systems Outside Containment." 'Ihese criteria have been

|. correctly used by the applicant in Snhaartion 3.6.2.1 of the SSAR. A '

i list of all high energy systems is included in Tables 3.6-3 and 3.6.4
of the SSAR.

1;

L In the ABqR Nuclear Island, breaks are not postulated in those por-
'

tions of high energy piping between the containment isolation valves
outside and inside containment which are designed to meet the require-
ments of ASME Code, Section III, Subarticle NE-1120, and the addi-
tional design guidelines in NURB3-0800 SRP Section 3.6.2, including
Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, Revision 2 dated June 1987. A
part of these guidaHnes rem +rds that an augmented inservice
inspection pwpma be inplemented for those portions of piping within
the break exclusion region. 'Ihe applicant has committed to perform a
100% volumetric examination of circumferential and longitudinal pipe
welds in the break exclusion region during each inspection interval
as defined in IWA-2400, ASME Code, Section XI. h staff firds that
the above cammitment for the design ard examination of high energy
piping in the containment penetration area meets the guidelines in
SRP 3.6.2 ard is acceptable.

P
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- Pbr ASME Class 1, 2_and 3 and non-ASME Seismic Ca":egory 1 high and
moderate energy lines whid are not in the containment iw.iaationi

|' area, the applicant, in Snha e tion 3.6.2 of the SSAR has presented
.

criteria used for determination of postulated rqpture and crack"

-locations and methodology used to evaluated the dynamic effects of
pipe whip, jet thrust and jet impi1@iwit Whicts result frun su&
breaks. 'Ibe applicants criteria meets the guidelines of SRP 3.6.2
and is therefore aooeptable.

'Ibe SRP 3.6.2 also requests that for the HR, the applicant should
include the following in the SSAR: ;

Sketches of applicable piping systems showing the location, size '

_

and orientation of postulated pipe breaks and the location of
pipe whip restraints and jet inpir.c==nt barriers.

A sursaary of the data developed to select postulated break
_

locations. 'Ihis should-include calculated stress intensities,
cunulative usage factors and stress ranges as delineated in SRP
3.6.2, MEB 3-1. '

h applicant is requested to incorporate the above-information in the
SSAR.

N response to the staff's Question 210.25 requires an editorial
change in Snhae tion 3.6.2.3.3 of the SSAR to state that pipe whip
restraints shall. remain functional following an earthquake up to and
including an SSE..

Snhaaquent to the applicants submittal of the information requested
above relative to pipe break locations and stress calculations, the
staff's conclusion in its final SER will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Section 3.6.2 in the SSAR, the staff ~
concludes that the criteria for postulating pipe rupture locations
and the methodology for evaluating the anha q =nt dynamic effects of
these ruptures are in accordance with SRP 3.6.2, meet GDC 4 and,
therefore, are acceptable. 'Ihis conclusion provides the following
assurances:

|

1. 'Ibe pm wi pipe rupture locations have been adequately amW
and the design of piping restraints and measures to deal with
the anh==nt dynamic effects of pipe whip and jet inpingment
provide adequate protection to the structural integrity of
safety-related structures, systems and wWnts.

2. 'Ihe provision for protection against dynamic effects associated
with pipe ruptures of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
inside containment and the resulting discharging fluid will
provide adequate assurance that design-basis loss-of-coolant

. .. - _ _ . _ _ - - _ _ _ - - . .. _ ._ , ._
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accidents will not be aggravated by the sequential failures of
L safety-related pipirg and emergency core cooling system perform-

anos will not be d gcsie by these dynamic effects.

3. h pt,-----d piping and restraint arraiwaiit ard applicable
y design considerations' for high and nederate-energy fluid systems ,

inside and outside containment, including the reactor coolant'

.
pressure bourdary, will provide WMte assurance that the

,'

structures, systems, and ww i-(a important to bafety that are ic
; in cicae proximity to the postulated pipe ruptures will be

protected. 'Ihe design is of a nature to mitigate the con-
sequences of pipe ryptures so that the reactor can be safely
shut down and maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the
event of a postulated rupture of a high or moderate-energy
piping system inside or outside containment.

|
3.9 Medanical Svshma and G--c wit.s '

'Ibe review performed under SRP Sections 3.9.1 through 3.9.6 (NUREG-
0800) pertains to the structural integrity and functional capability
of various safety-related mechanical mi w s ts in the plant. h '

staff's review is not limited to ASME Code mi p a is and supports,
but is extended to other cavorsits such as control rod drive mech-
anisms, certain reactor internals, and any safety-related piping
designed to industry standards other than the ASME Code. ''Ihe staff
reviews such issues as load ocubinations, allowable stresses, methods
of analysis, sunmary of results, and preoperational testing. 'Ibe
staff's review must arrive at the conclusion that there is athgate

,. assurance of a mechanical anyci-it performing its safety-related-
function under all postulated ocsbinations of normal operating

i, corditions, system operating transients, postulated pipe brsaks, and
seismic events.

3.9.1 Special 'Ibpics for Mechanical Cuycisi's
'Ihe staff has reviewed the information in Subsection 3.9.1 of the
SSAR relative to the design transients and methods of analysis used;

' for all seismic Category 1 smycreta, mversit supports, core sup-
port structures, and reactor internals designated as Class 1, 2, 3
and CS under ASME Code Section III, and those not covered by the Code.

D h a==tions and procedures used for the inclusion of transients in

| the design and fatigue evaluation of ASME Code Class 1 and CS ocupo-
t nents have been reviewed. N staff's review also covered the computer -

pwgcus used in the design and analysis of seismic Category 1 camponents
and their supports, as well as experimental ard inelastic analytical
techniques.

In Table 3.9.1 of the SSAR, the applicant has provided a list of the
design transients for five plant operating conditions and the number

| of either plant operatirg events or cycles for each of the design
' ~ transients which will be used in the design ard fatigue analyses of

the reactor pressure vessel. 'Ihe operating conditions included the

l

l-
t
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followirg:-

1. ASME Service Isvel A - Normal ocnditions.

2. ASME Service level B - Upset conditions - Incidents of J
moderate frecpancy.

3. ASME Service Isvel C - Emergency conditions - Infrecpent
incidents.

4. ASME Service Isvel D - Faulted conditions - Iow probability
postulated events.

5. Testing conditions

'Ihe number of events or cycles'resultirg fran each of the listed
design transients Wich are applicable to other ASME Class 1 ocupo-
nents are rimmanted in the design specification and/or stress report '

for each c.uweit.
'Ihe applicant used ocmputer miaa to analyze mechanical u.mwi:iits.
A riaac,iption of all conputer programs used by the applicant for

,

static and dynamic analyses to determine the structural and func-
tional integrity of Seismic Category I Code and non-Code itens is
included-in Appendix 3D of the SSAR. Design control measures to
verify the Macy of the design of safety-related cutweits are
required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. In Snhaaetion 3.9.1.2 of the
SSAR, a ocmunitment is made that the quality of the pr%unis and the
cmputer results are controlled either by General Electric or by

- outside ocmputer program developers. In addition, the prwsaas are
verified by one or more of the methods r+ a-ded in SRP 3.9.1.

.. In 95=aetion 3.9.1.3 of the SSAR, the applicant identified several ,

|. c.uigents for which experimental stress analysis is performed in
| conjunction with analytical evaluation. The experimental stress
i analysis methods are used in expliance with Appendix II of the ASME
l - Code, Section III. 'ihis ocmanitment meets the gulcialines in SRP

Section 3.9.1.

L. 'Ihe applicant has not identified any wWsits which are evaluated
L by inelastic analysis methods. 'Ihe applicant is requested to either

subnit a statement in the SSAR that inelastic methods are not used,
or identify any applicable ocmponents and submit information relative
to the inelastic analyses which meets the guidelines of SRP 3.9.1.

L When acceptable information on inelastic analyses has been received
j the staff's evaluation for Section 3.9.1 of the Drafty SER will be as
|. follows:

On the basis of its review of Subsection 3.9.1 of the SSAR, the staff
concludes that the design transients ard resulting load cmbinations

I
1
1

I
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with a;propriate specific design and service limits for mechanical
cwycc-As ard sqpports are acceptable and meet the applicable-
portions of GDC 1, 2,14, and 15; 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,10 CFR 50,
Appendix A arx1 Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.1.

'Ihe applicant has met GDC 14 arx115 by demonstrating that the design
transients and resulting loads and load canbinations with appropriate
specific design and service-limits that the applicant has used for
designirxJ ASME Code Class 1 and CS vunpci-4s and supports and
reactor internals provide a ocuplete basis for design of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary for all corx11tions and events expected ovc' |
the service lifetime of the plant. !

'1he applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC-2 and 10 CFR
100, Appendix A by including seismic events in design transients

L which serve as design basis to withstand the effects of natural
" phencanena.

'Ihe applicant has met 10 CFR 50, Appendix D, and GDC 1 by having
subnitted information that deiirs Lrates the applicability and valid-
ity of the design methods and ocmputer p%tma used for the design
arxl analysis of seismic Category 1 ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3,. and CS
structures and non-code structures within the present state-of-the-

i

art limits and by having-design control measures that are acceptable i

to ensure the quality of the ocmputer programs.

3.9.2 Dynamic Testing and Analysis of Systems, Conponents and Equipnent I

'Ibe staff has reviewed the methodology, testing procedures and - |
dynamic analyses enployed by the applicant to ensure the structural i

L'
integrity and functionality of piping systems, mechanical equipnent, -|
and their supports under vibratory loadings. 'Ihe staff's review'

included (1) the piping vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic <

'

effects testing; (2) the seismic system analysis methods; (3).the
dynamic responses of structural ocmponents within the-reactor caused

| by the steady-state and operational flow transient conditions; (4)
| flow-induced vibration testing of reactor intelTals to be conducted
| during the preoperational and startup test p % m u; arxi (5) the ;

dynamic analysis methods used to confirm the structural design[' adequacy and functional capability of the reactor internals and ,

piping attached to the reactor vessel when subjected to loads frun a i

loss-of-coolant accident (LDCA) in ombination with a safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE).

!~ 3.9.2.1 Piping Preoperational Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing

Pipirg vibration, thermal expansion, ard dynamic effects testing will
be conducted during a preoperational testing program. 'Ihe purpose of

| these tests is to ensure that the piping vibrations are within
L acceptable limits and that the pipire system can expand thermally in

a manner consistent with the design intent. Durirxj the plant's pre-
:

__ - . _ . _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ . . . -
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operational and startup testirg program, the applicant will test

I various piping systems for abnormal, steady-state, or transient
| vibration arx1 for restraint of thermal growth. Systens to be moni-

tored will include. (1) ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems;
(2) high-energy piping systems inside seismic category I structures;
(3) high-energy portions of systems Whose failure could reduce the

,; functioning of seismic Category I plant features to an unacceptable-
' safety level; and (4) seismic category I portions of moderate-energy

piping systems located outside containment. Steady-state vibration,,-

L whether flow induced or caused by nearby vibrating madlinary, oculd
! cause 10_ or 10_ cycles of stress in the pipe during the 40 year life

of the plant. For this reason, the staff requires that the stresses
aneinted with steady-state vibration be minimized and limited to
acceptable levels. 'Ibe test prwt-u will consist of a mixture of
instrumented maastua-ts arx1 visual nhnervations by qualified

p personnel.

| '- 'Ihe information in Snh-tion 3.9.2.1 and 14.2.12 of the SSAR
'

provides a general M-== ion of the pig =d pipirg procperational
test program for the' AS4R Nuclear Island. 'Ibe staffs' current,

position on this issue is that for FIR, a specific ocmmitment is
required to dwelop a test prwsmu which will moet all of the rules

,

in ANSI /CH-3,1987, " Requirements for Preoperational and Initial '

Start-up Vibration Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Piping Systems" and
ANSI /CH-7, " Requirements for 'Ibermal Expansion Testing of Nuclear '

Power Plant Piping Systems." 'Ihe staff finds that these critaria,

| - will provide an acceptable level of safety. for a piping system to
withstand the effects of vibration and thermal expansion during the'

plants' 40 year life. In Subsection 3.9.2.1 of the SSAR, the appli-
cant has provided a general ocunitment to inplement preoperational
test pwpma haaad on ANSI /ASME CH-3,1987, and ANSI /ASME CM-7,
Septanber 1986 (Draft Revision 7). 'Ibe staff requests that the
applicant provide a specific commitment in Subsection 3.9.2.1 that

.

the test prwi== will meet all of the rules in these two standards.
'

- In addition, the staff requests a cannitment that these same test
I programs will be conducted on all ABWR plants which will be con-

structed in accordance with the Design certification.

Snhaaquent to receipt of the above ccumitment, the staffs evaluation
will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Snhetions 3.9.2.1 and 14.2.12 of the
SSAR, the staff concludes that the applicant will meet GDC 14 and 15
with respect to the design and testing of the reactor coolant pres-
sure boundary. 'Ihis provides reasonable assurance that rapidly
propagating failure and gross rupture will not occur as a result of
vibratory loadings. In addition, the testing ensures that design
conditions will not be e>= dad during normal operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences, by havirq an acceptable vibra-
tion, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects +mst program that will
be conducted during startup and initial operation of specified high

. .. ~ . . . ._ _ . . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ . . _ _ . . ~
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and moderate energy piping, includirq all aawv iated restraints
and supports. 'Ihe tests pzwide Wate assurance that the piping
and piping supports will be designed to withstand vibrational dynamic
effects as a result of valve closures, punp trips, and other operat-
irg modes maaew-iated with the design basis flow canditions. In-
addition, the tests provide assurance that ad = mte clearances and ;

free movenant of snnhhars will exist for uru Lained thermal movee s
ment of piping and supports during normal system heatqp and cooldown
operations. 'Ihe planned tests will develop loads similar to those
experienced during transient and normal reactor operations.

3.9.2.2 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

'Ihe staffs review of this subject was performed using the guidelines
of Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.2 and consisted of an evaluation
of Snhaetion 3.7.3 of the SSAR, " Seismic Subsystem Analysis". Areas
reviewed were seismic analyses methods, determination of the rand.er
of earthquake cycles, basis for selection of frequencies, the ocanbina-
tion of modal responses and spatial um w .ents of an earthquake,
criteria used for danping, torsional effects of eccuitric masses,
interaction of other piping with seismic Category 1 pipirg, ard
Category i buried piping systans.

'Ihe system and subsystem analyses are performed by the applicant on
an elastic basis. Modal response sgukom, allti-degree of freedom <

and time history methods form the basis for the analyses of all major
seismic category I systems and u.w=ds. When the response spect-

L rum method is used, modal responses are ocanbined by the square-root-
| sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) rule. Closely spaced modes are ocambined
L using the criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.92. 'Ihe applicant has con-

.

sidered all modes with frequencies below 33 hz in ocmputing aqni,mant i

ard cuw nt response for aalamic loadings.

|: For the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I piping, each system is
idealized as a mathematical nrvial consisting of lunped um=aaa con-'

nected by elastic members. 'Ihe stiffness matrix for the piping
system is determined usirg the elastic properties of the pipe. 'Ihis

- includes the effects of torsional, bending, shear, and axial deforma-
tions as well as change in stiffness due to curved members. Next,
the node shapes and the urviamad natural frequencies are obtained.
'Ihe dynamic response of the system is calculated by using the' response
spe, bum method of analysis. For a piping system which is supported
at points with different dynamic excitations, the response analysis
is performed using an enveloped response spectrum. As an alternative

t; to the enveloped response spa Lum method, the applicant has chosen
i- to use the multiple support excitation analysis method. 'Ihis method

is acx:eptable to the staff only if the support group responses are:
l combined by the absolute sum method. In its response to the staff's

Question 210.26, the applicant has maintained its position of combin-t

ing these responses by the square-root-of-the-sam-of-the-squares (SRSS)
method. 'Ihe applicant has based its position on the results of various

l-

L

|
.. - - . . - - - . - . - _ . - - - - - - - -- - -.
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irdepend. studies perfornwd by irdustry and national laboratories
.

in recent years. Certain issues concerning the applicability of the
SRSS method have not been resolved to the staff's satisfaction,

'Iherefore, the staff has not yet accepted the applicant's position.
| 'Ihe applicant is requested to revise its response to Question 210.26
| -_ to conform to the staff position.

In_ response to the staff's Question 210.28, the applicant has stated
that when a static analysis is performed in lieu of a dynamic anal- ,

ysis, a peak response multiplier of'less than 1.5 may be used if '

justified. If a factor less than 1.5 is to be used, the staff
requests the applicant to subnit its justification in the SSAR for,

the staff's review.
~

Regulatory Guide 1.61, "Danpirq Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plants," contains reconnended values of danping to be used in
the seismic analysis of structures systems, and hW=:mts. In
addition, Regulatory Guide 1.84, " Design and Fabrication Code Case
Acceptability, ASME Section III, Division 1," Revision 25, May 1988,
conditionally endorses ASME Code Case N-411-1, " Alternative Dauping -

Values for Response Spectra Analysis of Classes 1, 2, and 3 Piping, ,

,
Section III, Division 1". 'Ihe danping values used by the applicant

I are the same as those specified in either Regulatory Guide 1.61 or
! ASME Code Case N-411-1 as permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.84. 'Ibe
| staff finds these criteria to be acceptable.
L
| In Subsection 3.7.3.12 of the SSAR, the applicant has outlined criter-
i la Which will be used in the analysis of buried Seismic Category 1

piping systems. 'Ihese criteria conform with applicable gthlines in|-
' Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.2 and are acceptable.

In the SSAR, Snh= tion 3.7.3.13, " Interaction of Other Piping with
Seismic Category 1 Piping," the applicant provided criteria which
conforms with applicable guidelines in SRP 3.9.2 arri is acceptable.
Part of this acceptable criteria states that when non-Seismic
Category 1 piping cannot be isolated frun Seismic Category 1 piping,
the non-seismic pipirq is designed to withstand the Safe Shutdown

| Earthquake event to avoid jeopardizing the Category 1 pipirg. 'Ibe
I inplication is that the seismic event is assumed to cause a break in '

the non-seismic piping. However, in response to the staff's Question
210.23, the applicant revised Snhwtion 3. 6.1.1. 3 (2) in the SSAR to -

state in part, that a seismic event does not initiate a pipe break
event in non-Seismic Category 1 pipirg. 'Ihe staff requests the
applicant to revise the response to Question 210.23 to clarify this
apparent discrepancy.

In the introduction to Section 3.7, " Seismic Design" in the SSAR, the
applicant states that although this Section addresses seismic aspects
of design and analysis, the raethods of this Section are also

s
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applicable to other dynamic loads. However, Snhaartions 3.7.3.3.2, '
.,

* 3.7.3.4, 3.7.3.8.1.2, 3.7.3.8.1.4 and 3.7.3.10, all either state or ,

infer that if the natural frequencies of arimant, u weAs or sub- 4

_ systems are greater than 33 Hz, the iten will be considered rigid and
,

analyzed statically. 'Ihis critorian appears to be applicable only to
seismic loads and excludes input fran suppression pool dynamic loads

~ which could result in frequencies significantly greater than 33 Hz. I

'Ibe applicant is requested to either provide'a basis for limiting all ;
idynamic analyses of aT mant, hwsts or subsystems to those with *

natural- frequencies below 33 Hz or revise applicable portions of
Section 3.7 to incitde criteria which envelop seismic ard other
dynamic loads.

Snhaaglant to resolution of the issues applicable to Section 3.9.2.2
of the SER which are discussed above, the staff's evaluation of this
section will be as follows:

: On the basis of its review of Section 3.7.3 of the SSAR and the above
information,.the staff concludes that the applicant has met the 'i
relevant requirements of General Design Criterion 2 with respect to
der.rm kating the design adequacy of all Category I piping systems,
hwsits, and their supports to withstand earthquakes by meeting
the regulatory positions of Regulatory Guides 1,61 and 1.92 or-
acceptable alternatives and by providing acceptable seismic analysis-
prnmadnres and criteria which are consistent with applicable guide-
lines in SRP 3.9.2. 'Ihe scope of review of the aa4=mic subsystem
analysis ircluded the seismic analysis methods of all Cateogry I
piping systems, wereits, and their supports. It included review

|
'

L of procedures for anda14ng, ard inclusion of torsional effects,
H seismic analysis of maltiply-supported aq"imant with distinct

"inputs, ard determination of ocmposite danping. 'Ibe review has
included design criteria and procedures for evaluation of buried
piping and the interaction of non-Category I piping with Category I
piping. 'Ibe review has also included criteria and seismic analysis

1: procedures for reactor internals.
I

L 3.9.2.3 Peoperational Flow-Induced Vibration Analysis ard Testing of Psactor |
Internals !

'Ibe configuration of reactor internals in the ABWR is different from
the configuration in previous IHRs. 'Iherefore, the applicant in

|. Subsection 3.9.2.4 of the SSAR, has stated that the first ABWR plant
will be considered a prototype and will be tested in accordance with
the gnidalines for prototype plants in Regulatory Guide 1.20, "Cartpre-
hensive Vibration A=aa==mant Program for Reactor Internals Durirg
Preoperational ard Initial Startup Testing." 'Ihese tests will be

,

L dia' maad in more detail below. Prior to this testing, the dynamic
responses of reactor internals to steady-state conditions and opera- ,

itional flow transients must be predicted for prototype plants.
One of the first steps involved in this prediction is to determine
the vibration forcing functions to be used in the system and compo-

|
1

|

|
1
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nant dynamic analyses. In Snhaart. ion 3.9.2.3 of the SSAR, the .
applicant has_ outlined it's approach for determining these forcirs
functions. Because of the ocmplexity of the flow conditions and
structures involved, these loads are not determined by detailed-
analysis. Instead, _ a ombination of analytical methods and predic-
tions based on data fran previously tested reactor internals of a
similar design are used. 'Ihis forcity function information is then
used in a dynamic nrdal analysis to predict vibration anplitudes for '

each dczninant response mode of wweits in the prototype AS4R and
for interpretation of the preoperational and initial startup test
results. Modal stresses are calculated and relationships are obtained
between vibration maasta= wit sensor .w ard peak ww.ent
stramaan for each of the lower modea. 'Ibe allowable anplitude in each.
mode is that which produces a peak stress anplitude of _10,000 psi.
'Ihis stress is well below the allowable stress _ anplitude for cycles
in' excess of 10_ which is defined in the design fatigue curves for

(L austenitic stainless steels in ASME, Section III, Appendhc I.
L
L As mentioned above, a reactor internals flow-induced vibration
| maastua#_nt and inspection program will be conducted on the first

ABWR plant in conformance with the guidallnes of Regulatory
Guide 1.20 for prototype plants. 'Ibese tests will be conducted in,

' the follwing three phases:

(1) Preoperational tests orlor to fuel loadirn. Steady-state test
conditions will include balanced recirculation system operation
and unbalanced operation over the full rarge of flow rates up to
rated flow. Transient flow conditions will include single- and

| multiple punp trips from rated flow. 'Ihis will subject major
*

r wwsits to a mininum of 10_ cycles of vibration at the
L anticipated dominant response frequency and at the mavi==

response anplitudes. Vibration measurements will be obtained
during this test and a close visual inspection of internals will
be conducted before and after the test.

| (2) Precritical testirn with fuel. 'Ihis vibration measta= wit
L

- series will be conducted with the reactor anaambly ocuplete but
L' prior to reactor criticality. Flow conditions will include

balanced, unbalanced, and transient conditions as for the first
test series. 'Ibe purpose of this series is to verify the
anticipated effect of the fuel on the vibration response of
internals.

l'
L (3) Initial Startuo testira. Vibration measurements will be made

during reactor startup at conditions up to 100% rated flow and
power. Balance, uncalanced, ard transient coniitions of recir-
culation system operation will be evaluated. 'Ihe primary
purpose of this test series is to verify the anticipated effect
of two-phase flow on the vibration response of internals.

_ .-. . - - - . - - , _ _ . .- - -. __-- _ . ._. . . . . - - - - - .-
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Vibration sensor types may include strain gages, displacement sensors
(linear variable transducers), and accelerometers. Accelerometers '

will be prwided with double integration signal omditiminJ to give ;

a displaoament output. Sensor locations will include the following:

1. top of shroud head, lateral acceleration (displacement);

2. top of shroud, lateral displacement;

3. w iuul rod drive housings, bending ~ strain;

4. incore housings,- bending strain; and ,

5. oore finMar internal piping, bendirxJ strain.

In addition to these u w=,is, vibration of the core flooder
sparger will be measured during preoperational testing of that system
at the designated prototype plant.

In all' prototype plant vibration measurements, only the dynamic
u igwd. of strain or displacement is recorded. Data will be

L recorded on magnetic tape at:d provision made for selective online.
| analysis to verify the overall quality and level of the data.

Interpretation of the data requires identification of the dJninant
vibration modes of each c=wsit by the test engineer using fre-

y quency, phase, and anplitude information frcan the miw-ut dynamic
analyses frun whid1 were Me=M above. Ccmparison of measured
vibration anplitudes to predicted and allowable anplibr h will then

|. be made on the basis of the analytically obtained normal mode whidt
[ best approximates the nhaatved mode.

| 'Ibe visual inspections conducted prior to and following pocperational
testing are for the purpose of detecting evidence of vibration, wear,

L or loose parts. At the ocmpletion of preoperational testing, the
reactor vaaaal head and the shroud head will be removed, the vessel
drained, and major u.m p s4ts inspected. 'Ihe inspections will cover
the shroud, shroud head, core support structures, recirculation
internal punps, peripheral control rod drive, and incore guide tubes.
Amama is provided to the reactor lower plenum for these inspections.

A description of the vibration meastuous4t and inspection phases of
the above test program and a sumary of the vibration analysis

! pr@tmu should be subnitted by the applicant for the staff's review
in accordance with the schedules in Positiors C.2.5.3 and C.2.5.4 of'-

R.G. 1.20. A sumary of the results of the vibration analysis,
measurement and inspection prwtcum shalld be subnitted in accordance

. with the schedule in Position C.2.5.5 of R.G. 1.20.
L

L In addition to a detailed discussion of the above information in
| Subsections 3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4 an:13.9.2.4 and 3.9.2.6 of the SSAR, the
|

|
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appilaant has further stated that ABWR plants Whi & will be con-
structed subsequent to the ABNR prototype plant and Which have *

reactor internals similar to those of the prototype plant will be
tested in accordance with positions of R.G.1.20 Whi& are applicable i

to non-prototype plants. .

On the basis of the above information, and its review of Subsections
3.9.2.3, 3.9.2.4 and 3.9.2.6 of the SSAR, the staff concludes that .

the applicant has met GDC 1 and 4 with respect to the reactor inter-
,

nals being designed and tested to quality standards exmnensurate '

with the-importance of the safety functions being performed and being
appropriately protected against dynamic offects (1) by meeting 3G
1.20 for the conduct of roepiiuational vibration tests and (2) by.
having a preoperational vibration program planned for the reactor
internals that provides an acceptable basis for verifying the design '

~1 ymcy of these internals under test loading coMitions otmparable
to those that will be experienced during operation. 'Ibe otznbination,

of predictive analysis, pre-test inspections, tests and post-test
1 inspection provides adequate assurance that the reactor internals
| will, during their service life, withstand the flow-irduced vibra-
| tions of the reactor without loss of structural integrity. 'Ibe
R integrity of the reactor internals in service is essential to ensure

r

the proper positioning-of reactor fuel assemblies ard the incore
ir=Lrs=ntation system to permit safe reactor operation ard shutdown.

,

! 3.9.2.4 Dynamic System Analysis of Reactor Internals Under Faulted ConditigDg

Dynamic system analyses should be performed by the applicant to
confirm the structural design adequacy, with no loss of function, of

<

the reactor internals and unbroken loops of the reactor coolant
piping to withstand the loads frtan a loss-of-ooolant accident in
ocznbination with the safe shutdown earthquake. In Suhartico 3.9.2.5
of the SSAR, the applicant has briefly theribed such an analysis.

1However, this Snhaetion and other referenced Suhartions in the SSAR
do not contain enoagh detailed information for the staff to evaluate.
'Ib conply with applicable portions of Standard Review Plan, Section

| 3.9.2, the staff must review the methods of analysis, the considera- ,

L tions used in defining the mathematical models, the descriptions of
| the forcing functions, the calculational scheme, the acceptance

criteria ard the interpretation of analytical results. In Question
210.33, the staff requested more detailed information. 'Ihe applicant
has not yet responded to this request. Suhau?_=nt to receipt of an
acceptable response to Q 210.33, including a summary of Imults of
the analyses to verify that the stranaam and deformations are within
allowable limits, the staffs evaluation in its final SER will be as
follows:

On the basis of its review of Subsection 3.9.2.5 of the SSAR, the
staff concludes that the applicant will meet applicable portions of ;

GDC 2 and 4 and S.R.P. Section 3.9.2 by performing a dynamic syst.em
analysis that provides an acceptable basis for confirmirg the struc-

, - . - . . . - -_- - - . _ . - - - - . . - . - - . - - .
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tural design adequacy of the reactor internals and unbrtten piping .l. loops to withstand the conbined dynamic loads of a postulated IDCA 1
'(or applicable pipe rupture) ard SSE. 'Ibe analysis provides adequate

assurance that the ombined stresses and strains in the mycreMs of'
the reactor coolant system and reactor internals will' not exceed the
allowable design stress and strain limits for the materials of can- :
struction and that the resulting deflections or displacanents at i
any structural element of the reactor internals will not distort the

'

. reactor internals gas =try to the extent that core cooling may be
inpaired. 'Ibe methods used for wirr wat analysis have been found to
be ocmpatible with those used for the systen analysis. 'Ihe ombina-

'tion of hycisit and system analyses is, therefore, acceptable.
i

3.9.3 ASME Onde Class 1. 2. and 3 C-misits. Cmursit Suocorts, and Core
~

Support Structures T

'Ibe staff's review under SRP Section 3.9.3 is concerned with the
structural integrity and functional capability of pressure-retaining
wversets, their supports, and ooze support structures that are
designed in accordance with ASME Code Section III or earlier indus-
trial standards. 'Ibe staff has reviewed loading cambinations and
their respective stress limits, the design and installation of
pressure-relief devices, and the design and structural integrity of
ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 w ycisits and wi g ment supports.

3.9.3.1 Inading Ocanbinations, Design Transients, and Stress Limits

'Ibe staff has reviewed the methodology used for load ombinations and
the selected values of allowable stress limits. 'Ibe applicant has

|
evaluated all ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 wi W Mats, m ycrmuit'

. supports, oore support wiersats, control rod drive wiprwits, and
I other reactor internals using the load ombinations and stress limits

presented in 9t = tion 3.9.3.1 of the SSAR. 'Ihe staff has reviewedh

this information and has concluded that it conforms to SRP Sec-
tion 3.9.3 with the following exceptions:

1. In Question 210.34, the staff requested that the applicant
provide justification for using ASME Invel D Service Limits

| (Faulted Condition allowable stresses) in SSAR Table 3.9-2 for a
loading ombination wbich the staff considers to be Isvel B
(Upset Condition Ioads3, i.e., normal loads plus the most limit-
ing safety-relief valva loads plus turbine stop valve closure
irduced loads. 'Ibe applicant has not yet responded to this
Question.

2. In Question 210.42, the staff requested that the applicant
provide the design basis which will be used to insure the
structural integrity of safety-related heating, ventilation and
air conditioning ductwork and its supports. 'Ihe applicant has
not yet responded to this Question.

. _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . __ . . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ .
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3. In Question 210.50, the staff requested that the applicant i

review systems connected to the reactor coolant systaan to
Mamine whether any sections of such piping which cannot be
isolated can be subjected to stresses frun tanperature stratifi-
cation or tanperature oscillations that oculd be induced by
leaking valves. Se applicant has not yet m;wd.d to this
request.'

4. _ 2e applicant is requestad to identify' any piping system,
wwwt or =ii.==qt in the AIMR Nuclear Island which is <

designed for a life expectancy greater than 40 years. If any of
1

these u.mipisits are classified as ASME Class 2 or 3 or Quality-
Group D, and are subjected to loadings,which oculd result in
thermal or dynamic fatigue, the applicant is further requested
to performing fatigue analyses on these wip E w/J which are
similar to the requirements for Class 1 wws/J in ASME III,
9*=artion NB. In addition to the transients diamanad in

~ 9* M on 3.9.1 of the SSAR, the loadings for these analyses
should account for operating vibration loads which may have
been r*=avved during piping preoperational tests and for the
effects of mixing hot and cold fluids. "

L 2e ASME Code requires that a design specification be prepared for
|- Class 1, 2, and 3 u ipswits suct, as pumps, valves, and piping
'

systems. me design specification-is intended to beoans a principal'
h= ant governing design and wi.koction of these wie .:=d.s ands -

should include specification of loading ocubinations, design data,
and other design data irputs. Se code also requires a design report
for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping and u w eits. During its
review of the ABWR SSAR,- the staff plans to audit and ruview design,

h= ants for selected punps, valves, and piping systems to determineL
l that the selected' design specifications and design reports are in

ocmpliance with ASME Code requirements and are acceptable. S e staff
L has not ocmpleted this review. Results of the design specification

review will be submitted by the staff in the Final SER.

Snhaagnant to resolution of the i==naa d4=menad above, the staffs'
evaluation of this section will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Snhaar tion 3.9.3.1 in the SSAR, the
staff finds that the applicant has met 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2,
and 4 with respect to the design and service load cambinations and
associated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code
Class 1, 2, and 3 ocuponents by ensuring (1) that systems and ocupo-
nents inportant to safety are designed to quality standarus ocenen-
surate with their inportance to safety and (2) that these systems can
am----4te the effects of normal operation as well as postulated
events such as 10CAs and the dynamic effects resulting frun earth-
quakes. S e specified design and service cambinations of loading as,

! applied to ASME Cbde Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining ocmponents
| in systems designed to meet seismic Category I standards provide

.
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assurance that, in the event of an earthquake affectirg the site or
other service loadirg caused by postulated events or system operating
transients, the resulting canbined stranaam 4M-9 on system caripo-
nants will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits for the
materials of w ei.40ction. Limiting stresses under sudt loading
ombinations provides a conservative basis for the design of system
uaycs As to withstand the most adverse ombination of loading
events without loss of structural integrity.

,

3.9.3.2 Design and Installation of Pressure-Relief Devices

'Ibe staff has reviewed Subsection 3.9.3.3 in the SSAR with respect to
the design, installation, and testing criteria applicable to the i

mountirg of pressure-relief devices used for the overpressure
' protection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 wyci-As. 'Ihis review,

conducted in accordance with SRP Section 3.9.3, includes evaluationr

L of the applicable loading ombinations ard stress criteria. 'Ihe
I design review extends to consideration of the means provided to
l %---- hte the rapidly applied reaction force when a safety valve or
I. relief valve opens, and the transient fluid-induced loads applied to

the pipirg downstream of a safety or relief valve in a closed dis-
charge piping systen. 'Ihe information in Snhaartion 3.9.3.3, ,

Amendment 3 to the SSAR meets the applicable gnialines of SRP 3.9.3,

| and is therefore acceptable.
!

In accordance with Item II.D.1 of NUREG-0737 " Clarification of 'IMI
Action Plan Requirements," pressurized water reactor and boiling
water reactor licensees and applicants are required to conduct

,

L testing to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety
|- valves, and associated piping and supports under expected operating -e

1- conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. 'Ihe appli-
cant's response to Item II.D.1 is briefly dia m aM in Suhaartion
1A.2.9,- Appendix 1A of the SSAR. 'Ihis mi a=&. ion states that theh

safety / relief valve models which will be used with ABWR plants are-
expected to be very similar to exiiting models which have undergone
testing for alternate shutdown coolirs node flow conditions. 'Ibe
applicant is requested to subnit a r. ore detailed response for
Item II.D.1 of NUREG-0737. 'Ihis restense should include a riaar7ip-
tion of the test program which was cot,4rted and the basis for
concluding that the results of the test program envelopes all of
the safety / relief valves and aaarciated piping which will be used in
the ABWR Nuclear Island.

Subsequent to receipt of acceptable information relative to
Item II.D.1 of NURD3-0737, the staffs' evaluation in its final SER
will be as follows:

|

On the basis of its review of Subsections 3.9.3.3 ard 1A.2.9 of the
SSAR, the staff firds that the applicant has met 10 CFR 50.55a and
GDC 1, 2, and 3 with respect to the criteria to be used for design
and installation of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 overpressure-relief

..

|

|'
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devices by ensuring that safety and relief valves and their installa-
ticos will be designed to standards that are ocmunensurate with their'
safety functions, and that they will aoocamodate the effects of *

dis &arge caused by ncalaal operation as well as postulated events
sucts as IDCAs ani the dynamic effects resulting frun the SSE. 'Ihe '

applicant also has not GDC 14 and 15 with respect to ensuring that
: the reactor coolant pressure boundary design limits for nonnal
operation, _ including anticipated operational occurrences, will not be

'

exr'aadad. 'Ibe criteria used by the applicant in the design and
' ;

installation of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 safety and relief valves
provide ad-ste assurance that, under discharging conditions,' the

,

resulting stresses will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits
for the materials of u.na.Loction. Limiting the stresses under the
loading ocnbinations aaarciated with the actuation of these pressure-
relief devices provides a conservative basis for.the design and ,

installation of the devices to withstand these loads without loss of
structural integrity or inminant of the overpressure protection
function.

.

3.9.3.3 Cupsat Sqpports

'Ihe staff's review of 95=ardians 3.9.3.4 and 3.9.3.5 of the SSAR
relates to the methodology used in the design of ASME Code Class 1,
2, and 3 ocuponent supports. 'Ihe review includes a==aamment of-
design and structural integrity of the supports. 'Ihe review addramaan
three types of supports: plate and shell, linear,'and c w w.t
standard types. All ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 um p wit supports for

L the ABWR Nuclear Island will-be constructed In accordance with the
'

rules of ASME Section III, Siihaetion NF, "Cupwat Supports." 'Ihe
staff finds this to be an acceptable commitment pending resolutions
of the issues diam ==ad below. Ioading ocnbinations for umww.t
supports are d4=m===d in Section 3.9.3.1 of this SER.

|

L 'Ihe staff requests that the applicant's ocnmitment to confonn to the
! rules of ASME III, Snhaetion NF be augmented by providing the

. following information:

1. Provide the rules which will govern the design of single angle
members of ASME Class 1, 2, 3 and MC linear %crwat supports.

l

|; 2. Provide the methodology to be used to account for warping
L stra==a= which may occur when open sections of Class 1, 2, 3
l and MC linear ocmponent supports are subjected to torsionial

loads.

I In SSAR Question 210.39, the staff requested that the applicant
'

provide a cxmunitment that the 1987 Addenda to the 1986 Edition of
ASME Section III, Subsection NP will be used to define the jurisdic-
tional boundary between Subsection NF ccanpanent supports and the
building structure. 'Ihe applicant has not yet responded to this
req 0est.

I
- - - . - - - - .- _ _- .-.- . . .- .- ..
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In its response to Questicai 210.40, the applicant zwvised Snhaae-
tions 3.9.3.4.2 and 3.9.3.5 in the SSAR to prwide buckling criteria )for the reactor pressure vanam1 support skirt and other ASME III
mycret sWs, respectively. 'Ihe information in Sub-
section 3.9.3.4.2 is acomptable. In Subsection 3.9.3.5, the state- '

ment is made that surwds are evaluated in accordance with ASME III.
'Ihis statement is not coupletely acceptable. Fbr these u %st
sqpports, the staff will require more explicit bucklirq criteria
similar to that in 9*'=aetion' 3.9.3.4.2. In addition, 91 aar -h

tion 3.9.3.5 states that buckling limits not specifically anumerated- -

by the ASME III will be based on the criteria in 9*=ac'-
tions 3.9.3.5(1), (2) & (3) . If the criteria in these three Sub- !

sections are applicable to plate and shell-type u w st supports,c
the ASME Service level D Limits do not agree with the staffs position
and ASME Section III rules of usinc' a mavi== limit of two-thirds of
the critical buckling load. 'Ibe applicant is requested to clarify

|- the response te Q 210.40 by addressing the above staff ocasnents.

. In the response to the staffs' Question 210.41, the applicant stated
f that for equipnent mounted on a concrete support, sufficient holes

for anchor bolts are provided to limit the bolt stress to less than'

10,000 psi on the naninal bolt area in shear or tension. 'Ihis
.

criterion is nut ocspletely acceptable. 'Ihe applicant is requested to
.

'

revise its response to Q 210.41 to provide a comnitment that ocncrete
anchor bolts which are used for pipe support base plates will be
designed to the applicable factors of safety which are defined in I&E
Bulletin 79-02, " Pipe Support Base Plate Designs Using Cca h da
Expansion Anchor Bolts," Revisico 1 dated June 21, 1979.

Sin ==mnt to resoluticr1 of the three i==== discn=aM above, the
staffs' evaluation in the final SER will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Snhaartion 3.9.3.4 in the SGAR, the
staff firds that the applicant has met 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2,
and 4 with respect to the design and service load combinations and
a==rriated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Cbde
Class 1, 2, and 3 v.mycamut supports by ensuring (1) that cuyrsst-

supports inportant to safety will be designed to quality standards
connensurate with their inportance to safety and (2) that these
supports will acw .-date the effects of normal operation as well as
postulated events such as IOCAs and the dynamic effects resulthy
frcan the SSE. 'Ibe ocanbination of loadhqs (including system operat-
ing transients) considered for each u gcist support within a
system, including the designation of the appropriate service stress
limit for each loading cambination, will be in accordance with the
Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.3. 'Ibe specified design and service
loading cambinations used for the design of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 camponent supports in systems classified as seismic Category I
provide assurance that, in the event of an earthquake or other service
loadings caused by postulated events or system operating transients,
the resulting cambined stresses iW on system ccznponents and

- - - . - - , . - . .-- . - - -
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hwent supports will not exosed allowable stress ard strain limits
for the materials for the materials of w-Loction. Limiting the j

stresses under such loading ombinations prtwides a conservative
' design basis to assure that support -w-its will withstand the nest
adverse ocabination of loading events without loss of structural
integrity.

1

Class CS u.myci-st. evaluation findings are addrwaaad in SER Sec- I

tion 3.9.5. )
,

!" 3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Svstama |

The staff's ruview under SRP Section 3.9.4 includes the control rod
drive system up to its interface with the control rods. '! hose ccm- 1,

| per-ias of the CRDS which are part of the primary pressure boundary
l are classified as Safety Class 1, Quality Group A and are designed

' according to ASME Section III Class 1 requirements. The control rod
drive systen (CRos) shall be capable of reliably ccritrollirg reactivity
changes either under conditions of anticipated normal plant operational
occurrences or under postulated accident conditions. The CRDS in the
ABWR consists of fine motion control rod drive mechanisms and the con-
trol rod drive hydraulic system. The staff reviewed the information
in Subsections 3.9.4 and 4.6.3 of the SSAR relative to the analyses
ard tests performed to ensure the structural integrity and functional
capability of this system during normal operation and under accident
conditions. Tmding ombinations for the CRDS are diwmmad in
Section 3,9.3.1 of this SSER.

In Quest. ion 210.43, the staff requested more information relative to
the test prv:g = = which were conducted for the three different ,

prototype designs of the fine motion control rod drive. mechanism.
The aplicant has not yet reisperded to this request.

Snhaagnant to resolution of the two issues dienc=3 above, the
staff's evaluation in its final SER will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Snbautions 3.9.4 and 4.6.3 of the
SSAR, the staff concluded that the design of the control rod drive
system is acceptable for the ABWR ard has met GDC 1, 2, 14, 26, 27,
and 29 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The applicant has met GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with respect to design-
ing wwsnts inportant to safety to quality standards cxmmensurate
with the inportance of the safety functions to be performed. The
design pro dures ard criteria used for control rod drive systems are
in conformance with appropriate ANSI and ASME codes.

The applicant has met GDC 2,14, ard 26 with respect to designing the
control red drive system to withstand the effects of earthquakes and
anticipated normal operation occurrences with adequate margins to
ensure its structural integrity and functional capability ard with

, _ ._____ _ - __ __ _-. _. . _ _ _ - __._ __ _ _ ___ _ -
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extremely low probability of leakage or gross rupture of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. 'Ihe specified design transients, design |,

// _and service loadirgs, ocabinations of loads, and limiting the stresses !
'

and deformations under sucts loading ocabinatiers are in conformance I

with the appropriate ANSI and ASME rwana and acceptable regulatory
positions specified in SRP Section 3.9.3..

4

l

'Ibe applicant has met GDC 27 and 29 with respect to designing the
control rod drive system to ensure its capability to control reactiv-
ity and cool the reactor core with appropriate margin,-in conjunction-
with either the emergency core cooling systen or the reactor protec-
tion systen. 'Ihe operability assurance go:g is acceptable with ,

respect to meeting systen design requirements in nhaarved performance '

as to wear, fu"ctioning times, latching, and ove%_ a stuck rod.

-3.9.5 Reactor Pr== mire Vanaal Interna 1m

'Ihe staff's review urder SRP Section 3.9.5 is concerned with the load
ocabinations, allowable stress and deformation limits, and other
criteria used in the design of the reactor internals. Subsection
3.9.5.3.5 in the SSAR states that the core support structures for the
A54R will be cwmi.ax:ted in accordance with the rules of ASME,
Section III, Suhawtion NG, " Core Support Structures." 'Ihis ocanit- i
ment agrees with Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.5 and is, there-
fore, acceptable.

91haution 3.9.5.3.6 in the SSAR presents the design haama for safety.
class reactor internals other than the core support structures. 'Ihe
design criteria, lnading conditions and analyses that provide the
basis for the design of these structures meet the guidelines of ASME
Subaution NG-3000. 'Ihese c w=&s are u.t=Lcx:ted so as not to
adversely affect the integrity of the core support structures as
required by ASME Suhawtion NG-1122. 'Ihe staff does not agree with
the Safety and Quality Group classifications of scne of 1.hese ocmpo-
nents. 'Ihis issue is diamaani in Section 3.2.2 of this Draft SER
under the response to Questions 210.11 arrl 210.45.

Subsequent to the resolution of the quality group classification
dia m aad above and in Section 3.2.2, the staff's conclusion in the
final SER will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Snhaution 3.9.5 of the SSAR, the staff
concludes that design of reactor internals for the ABWR is acceptable
and meets GDC 1, 2, 4, and 10 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

'Ihe applicant meets GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with respect to designing
the reactor internals to quality stardards commensurate with the
importance of the safety fuT.tions to be performed. 'Ihe design
procedures and criteria used for the reactor internals are in conform-
anoe with the requirements of Subsection NG of ASME Code Section III.

_, , . .- ._ _ . . _ _ . . . . . . _ - _ . _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _ . . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . ~_
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Se applicant meets GDC 2, 4, and 10 with respect to' designing [
wigets inportant to safety to withstand the effects of earthquake i
and the effects of ncalnal operation, maintenance, testinJ, and i

postulated IDCAs with sufficient margin to ensure that their capabil- '

ity to perform their safety functions is maintained and the specified,* acceptance fuel design limits are not e maadad.

S e specified design transients, design and service loadings, and
cambinations of loading as applied to the design of the reactor
internals structures and wig- As prwide reasonable assurance
that, jn the event of an earthquake or of a system transient during
normal plant operation, the resulting deflections and anau iated
stresses 4===3 on these structures and swets will not exceed
allowable stramaan and deformations uMer sucts loading ocabinations. '

mis provides an acceptable basis for the design of these structures
and hwets to withstaM the most adverse loading events that have
been postulated to occxtr during service lifetime without loss of
structural integrity or impairment of function.

3.9.6 Inservice Testinct of Punos aM Valves

. %e staff review under SRP Section 3.9.6 is concerned with the -
inservice testing of certain safety-related punps and valves typi-
cally designated as ASME Code Class 1, 2, or 3. In Section 3.9.3 of
this Draft SER,- the staff di-==aa the design of safety-related
punps and valves in the ABWR Nuclear Islam. H e load combinations -

and stress limita used in the design of punps aM valves ensure that
the wi g s t prussure boundary integrity will be maintained. In

,

addition, the applicant will periodically test and perform measure-'

ments of all safety-related punps and valves. % ese tests and
measutaisaits will be performed in accordance with Section XI of the
ASME Code as required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g). H e tests will verify

*that these punps and valves operate surmafully when called on.
Periodic measurements of various parameters will be ocupared to
haaaHne measurements to detect long-term degradation of the punp or
valve performance. In Snhaaetion 3.9.6 of the SSAR, the applicant
has stated that details of the inservice test prwimu, including test
schedules and frequencies will be reportM in the inservice inspection
and testing plan. However, there is no mention of a schedule for
submittal of this pr@tmu. He staff will require that this Mtaru
be submitted so that the review can be canpleted prior to Design
Certification of the ABWR Nuclear Island. Subsection 3.9.6 should be
revised to reflect such a connitment.

In Question 210.47, the staff requested a canmitme it that all safety-
related pumps and valves should be included in the inservice testing
program even if they are not categorized as ASME Class 1, 2, or 3.
W e applicant has not yet responded to this request.

- _ . - - - . _ _ _ _ ._ . _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ __. --.- -. _ _ _ . . _ ,
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ISeveral safety systens connected.to the reactor coolant pressure
boundary have design pressure bel s the rated reactor coolant system
(ROS) pressure. . Also, sme systens that are rated at' full reactor -

pressure on the discharge side of punps have puqp suction below RCS
pressure. 'Ib protect these systems frta RCS pressure, two or more-
isolation valves are placed in series to form the interface between

- the high-pressure RCS arx1 the im-pressure systen. 'Ihe leaktight
integrity of these valves nust be ensured by periodic leak testing to
prevent e== ding the design pressure of the -low-pressure systems. -

In Question 210.49, the staff requested a ocamitment from the appli-
cant to perform periodic leak testing of all pressure isolation valves
in accortlance with the applicable sections of the Technical Specifi-
cations for recently licensed BWR/6 plants. 'Ihe applicant has not yet '
responded to this request.

,

In Question 210.48 the staff requested that the applicant revise
9' Mon 3.9.6 to prwide a more explicit comitment that the ABWR

.

'

systems be designed to acocnmodate the applicable code requirements
for inservice testing of punp and valves. In its res nise to thise;

question the applicant removed the section of the SSAR dealing with
relief requests and indicated .that it was not their intention to'take
exception to Section XI requirements. 'Ihis response is acceptable.
However, as die ==d above, the ~ staff intends to perform a review of
the inservice testing mcuu to verify that system and mycamu4. -- -

designs in the AB1R accamodate inservice testing.
~

Section XI contains requian uius for the inservice testing of punps
and valves. 'Ihe staff has determined that these requirements must
be supplemented for the level of assucanoe of operability desired
for the advanced light water reactor designs. 'Ibe applicant is
requested to prwide a comitment to design and test the cuyorcsits
as di e m d below.

Punps

Many currently operating plants perform punp testing on minian flow
recirculation loops. 'Ihis type of testing prwides little meaningful
information on the operability of the punp and the cunulative effect
of mininum flow testing may be damaging to the punps. For AIRR
designs, piping configurations are to be prwided to acocmnodate
inservice testirg at a flow rate at least as large as the maxinn
design flow for the punp. In addition, the sizirg of each minirum
recirculation flow path must be evaluated to assure that its use
under all analyzed conditions will not result in degradation of the
punp. 'Ibe flow rate through mininum recirculation flow paths is also
to be periodically measured to verify that the flow is in accordance
with the design specification.

For safety related punps in AIRR designs, the punps are to be
prwided with instrumentation to verify that the net positive

_ . _ _ ___ . . . , . . . . _ - , _ _ , _ _ - - _ . _ _ _ . . , _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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suction head (NPSH) is greater than or equal to the NPSH required
during all andam of-punp operation,

i.
All safety related punps are to be periodically dinaamanhled and-
in==+M to determine if there are any indications of unacceptable
wear. 'Ibe frequency of. inspection may vary depending upon the service
of the punp. The applicant should include the pwp ed frequency for

. each punp in the ocmmitment to dinaamanhle and' inspect the pungs. -

m ock Valves
,

Piping designs are to incorporate provisions for full flow testing to -
da . Late the operability of the valves under design conditions.

Inservice testing is to incorporate the use of advanced non-intrusive
techniques to periodically aaaaaa degradation and the performance
characteristics of.the valves.

In addition to the above testing, check valves are to be periodically
diaa=aambled and ina=+M to determine if there are any indications
of unacceptable wear, corrosion, or other forms of degradation. The
frequency of inspection may vary depending upon the service conditions.
The . applicant should include the pu,-=1 frequency for each valve or
group of valves in the ocamitment on diaaaaambly ard inspection.

Motor ooerated valves nov) -

The design is to address the conce. Ins and issues identified in I&E
R111etin- (IEB) 85-03, IEB 85-03 Supplement 1, and the forthoczning
Generic Istter extending IEB 85-03. The ocmmitment on this subject
should specifically address the method of assessmert of the loads,
the method of sizing the actuators, ard the setting of the torque
and limit switdies.

The design is to incorporate the results of either in-situ or-
prototype testinJ with full flow and pressure or full differential

- pressure to verify the proper sizing and correct switch settings of
the valves. The design should include a study to determine the opti-
mal frequency for valve stroking during inservice testing such that
unt-aa_ry testing and damage is not done to the valve as a result of '

the testing.

The inservice testing of ICVs is to rely on diagnostic techniques
that are consistent with the state of the art, that are diagnostic
of the condition of the valve, and that will permit an aawament of
the performance of the valve under actual loading.

.

In addition to the above testing,IOVs are to be periodically
diaaaambled and inspected to determine if there are any indications

i

|

l
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' of unacceptable wear, corrosion, or other forms of degradation. 'Ibe
fregaency of inspection may vary depending upon the service of the
valve. 'the applicant is to include the p -- =' frequency for each- -

valve or group of valves in the ocumitment on dinamasenbly and 1

inspection.

dieck Valves and Motor Operated Valves

'Ibe applicant is to verify the leak tight integrity of each valve :

relied upon in the safety analysis to prwide a leak tight function. ;

'Ihe types of valves that are of particular interest to the staff are:
pressure isolation valves- valves that prwide isolation of pressure
diffemntial from one part of a systen fran another or between systems,
tenperature isolation valves - valves whose leakage may cause unaooept-
able thermal stress, fatigue or stratification in the piping and ther-
mal loading on supports or whose leakage may cause steam binding of ,

punps, and containment isolation valves - valves that perform a con-
|; tainment isolation function including valves that may be exenpted frm
! Appendix J, Type C, testing but whose leakage may cause loss of water

inventory of a suppression pool. I

!

SnMa?=nt to resolution of the issues diaemaad above, the staff's 1

evaluation in the Final SER will be as follows:

On the basis of its review of Section 3.9.6 of the AIMR SSAR, the
staff concludes that the applicant's cannitment to a punp and valve
inservice testire puparu is acomptable and meets the requirements of -

10 CFR Part 50,-Appendix A, General Design Criteria 37, 40, 43, 46,
.

54, and _ 50.55a(g). 'Ihis conclusion is Maad on the applicant's
I ccmaitments to provide a test program to ensure that safety-related
i punps and valves will be in a state of operational readiness to
'

perform r=e===ary safety functions throughout the life of the plant.
'Ihis pupau will include baseline preservice testing and periodic

[ inservice testing of the cweinuds in the operational state. The
I applicant has also ocanitted to include all safety-related code
| Class 1, 2, arxi 3 punps and valves and to include those punps and
I valves which are not Oade Class 1, 2, and 3 but are considered to be

safety related, t
i

3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Oualification of Safety-Related Mechanical and I

Electrical Eauioment
,

In SnMartjon 3.9.2.2 and and Section 3.10 of the SSAR, the applicant has
. presented information relative to seismic and dynamic qualification of
| safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment. In Subsection 3.9.3.2,

the applicant has also presented information relative to punp and valve
operability assurarce. This information included the follcuirg:

_
Rationale used to determine whether tests, analyses or cmbinations ,

of both will be performed. 1

,

!

|
.

,
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Criteria used to define the seismic and other relevarit dynamic load i
_

irput moticms.-

rur .ed demonstration of the adequacy of the qualification
_

The s i

Ptogram.

: The seismic qualification methodology prae-stad in Section 4.4 of-
NEDE-24326-1-P, " General Electric Envituism:uital Qualification Fa wt-u"
will be used by the applicant for both mechanical and electrical equip . ,

ment. This prupou conforms to the requirements of IEEE-323, "IEEE ,

Standard for Qualifying Class 1E Fqii,r= ant for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations" as modified and endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.89, "Qualifica-
tion of Class IE Egii,r= ant for Nuclear Power Plants." The pa wt-u also
meets the criteria contained in IEEE-344, " Guide for Seismic Qualification
of Class 1E Electric Equipnent for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," as
modified by Regulatory Guide 1.100, " Seismic Qualification of Electric

1

Egiir= ant for Nuclear Power Plants." In Tables 1.8-20 and 1.8-21 of the
SSAR, the applicant has agreed to use Regulatory Guide 1.100, Revision 2,
June 1988.and IEEE-344,-1987. The staff reviewed NEDE-24326-1-P and '

approved the qualification methodology therein in an SER sent to General
Electric or 23, 1983.- It is the staff's understanding that this
methodology} Octoberin NEDE P has been updated for the ANR by the24326 1- - -

.

ccumitments in Tables 1.8-20 and 1.8-21 of the SSAR whid are diama=ad
above.- If this is not the case, the staff requests the applicant to
revise the SSAR to provide a ocmmitment to update NE[E-24326-1-P. The
staff considers this sugmu to be applicable to mechanical as well as
electrical equipnent.

NEDE-24326-1-P presents qualification K=iu r.e logy only and contains no <

plant specific information. Therefore, each applicant referencing this
document must insure that specific envirssi=utal parameters along with
seismic and dynamic input response spectra are properly defined and enve-
loped in the methodology for its specific plant. In Subsection 3.9.3.2
and Section 3.10 of the SSAR, the applicant has committed to provide
documentation of the results of both the punp and valve operability arx1
the seismic and dynamic qualification swimic:.. In accordance with
applicable gnidalines of Standard Review Plan, Section 3.10, the staff
will cortiuct audits of the ABWR Nuclear Island files to review the results
of tests and analyses which were performed to assure the proper inplementa-

| tion of criteria outlined in the SSAR, to assure that adequate qualifica-
tion has been denonstrated for all aquir= ant and their supports, and to'

L verify that all applicable loads have been properly defined and accounted
for in the testing / analyses performed. These audits have to be ocmpleted
prior to Design Certification of the ANR Nuclear Island. Therefore, the
applicant will be requested to support such audits prior to the issuance
of the staffs final SER. In addition, during cusad.roction of each ABWR
plant, the staff will perfom walkdowns of equipnent u.me ants to verifyr
conformance of their as-built configurations to those indicated in the
qualification M nantations.

In the response to Question 210.29, the applicant stated that in the
seismic qualification of the control rod drive and CRD housing, the

!-

.
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housirs structural analysis is not included in the correlation of the CRD '

'and fuel channel test results with analyses. 'Ibe applicant is requested
to provide the basis for this pWne.. '

>

Subsequent to swmanful ocupletion of these audits, the staffs evaluation '

in the final SER will be as follows:

On the basis of the information in 9 Mons 3.9.2.2, 3.9.3.2 and
Section 3.10 in the SSAR and the staffs audits of applicable AMR files,
the staff concludes that apprtpriate seismic and dynamic qualification and
punp and valve operability program have been defined and substantially '

inplemented. 'Ibene programs aset applicable portions of GDC 1, 2, 4,14-
and 30 of Appendices A and B to 10 CFR 50 and Appendix A to 10 CFR 100.
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FIRK'IURAL AND GDOGCIIXES BRANO{

|

;

3.3 Nind.ard '!brnado IDadims
i

3.3.1 Wind Desian criteria i

All seismic category I structures within the ABWR Standard Plant RW to
wind forces are designed to withstand the effects of the design wind. We !

design wind specified has a velocity of 130 mph based on a recurrence period
of 100 years.

We procedures that are used to transfom the wind velocity into pressure
loadings on structums and the associated vertical distribution of wird '

pressures and gust factors are in accordance with ANSI A58.1 and AST paper
,

3269 (1961). %ese h=1ts are acceptable to the staff.

We staff conclu$es that the plant design with respect to wind, along with the >

interface requirements mentioned at the end of this section, is acceptable ard '

moets the requirenmants of GDC 2. Wis conclusion is based on the folicwing.

GE has met the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the capability of the
,

structures to withstard design wind Iceding so that their design reflects '

(1) apprupriate consideration for the most severe wind not to exosed the
velocity mentioned above for future site;

;

(2) apprtpriate ocanbinations of the effects of nomal aid accident conditions
with the effects of the natural phanamona; and

(3) the importance of the safety function to be perfomed,
i

GE meets these requirements by using ANSI A58.1 and ASCE paper 3269, which the
l staff has reviewed and found acceptable, to transfom the wird velocity into
! an effactive pmssure on structures ard for selecting pressure
| coefficientsoonwisdirg to the structures gecanetry and physical

configuration.

| GE designs the plant structures with sufficient margin to prevent structural
I damage during the most severe wird loadirgs that have been determinod
'

appropriate for the wind velocities mentioned above so that the requirements
of item (1) listed above are met. In addition, the design of seismic Category '

;I structures, as required by item (2) listad above, has included in an
accort&le manner load cambinations that occur as a result of the most severe
wird load ard the loads resulting frtan normal ard accident oorditions.

We procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induond by the
I design wird specified for the plant are acceptable because these procedures

have boon used in the design of conventional structures ard proved to provide
a conservative basis that, together with other ergineerjng design
considerations, ensures that, the structures will withstard such environmental
forces.

|
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We use of these gur 3 ares provides nasonable assurance that, in the event
of design-basis winds, the stzuctural integrity of the plant structures that
have to be designed for the design wird will not be impaired and, in ;

consequence, safety-related syntams ard c+ents located within these
'

structures are adegoately pmtocted and will perfom their interdad safety |
functions, if needed, thus satisfying the requirements of item (3) listed i

above.

Interfact_Begdramulta

me velocity of the wind as tiancribed above shall not be avrW by the site-
specific design-basis wind. Wis is to be ensured by an irdividual applicant.
Also, any deviations sulnitted by an iniividual applicant from the plant ,

t of ABWR with respect to location or orientation of various !
,

build s mast be reviewed and accepted by the otaff. ,

3.3.2 7brnado Desian critaria ,

All seismic Category I structurns eymaad to tornado forces and needed for tM
safe shutdown of the plant are designed to resist a tornado of 260-uph tan-
gential wird velocity and 57-nph translational wind velocity. We
sindtaneous atmospheric pressure drop is assumed to be 1.46 psi at the rate
of 0.27 psi per cocond. Wese tornado loadings are in accordance with
NGI/NE 2.3. 7brnado missiles are also considered in the design as discuse:1

.'

in Section 3.5 of this SER.

We considerations of tornado loadirns in the design of scismic category I ,

structures are in accordance with Bechtel 7bpical Rqort BC-70P-3 which has
boon reviewed ard approved by NRC staff for mference in plant applications.
In DC-10P-3, the pmoedures used to transfom the tornado wind velocity into;

pmasure loadings are similar to thae used for the design wind loadings dis-
mM in Sect,lon 3.3.1 of this report. We tomado missile effects are
detemined usirn pruoedures, di-aai in Section 3.5 of this SER. W e total ;

effect of the dNign tornado on seismic Category I structures is determined by
'

| appropriate ambinations of the irdividual effects of the tornado wind pres-
sure, prwssure drop, and tomado-assocjhted missiles.

*We applicant meets the requirements of SRP Section 3.3.2 with respect to the
| structural capability to withstand design tormdo wird loading and tornado

missiles by:

(1) appropriate consideration of the trost severe tormdo not to exooed the
tornado parametext mentioned above for future site.

(2) appropriate cabinations of the effects of this severe natural phonmonon *

with those resulting frm nomal plant operation and/or accident
conditions

(3) consideration of the importance of the safety P,inction to be perfomcd
,

|

We applicants will meet these requirements by usirg NGI NE 2.3 and IC-70P-3
shich the staff has reviewed and found acceptable.

' GE designs the plant structures with sufficient margin to prevent structural
damge durirg the rest severu tornado loadings determined to be appropriate

l'

.
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for most sites so that the requitunants of Itan (1) listed above will be met. |
In addition, the design of seismic category I structures, as required by Itan '

(2) listed above, includes, in an acomptable manner, load ocabinations
,

involving the met severe tornado load ard the loads resultirq frt:rn nomal j
plant operation anyor accident conditions. 'Ibe suc dures to determine the
loadings on st2uctures irrh=1 by the design-basis tornado specified for the i

plant have been used in the design of conventional structures and proven to !

provide a conservative basis, Which, together with other engineering design i

considerations, will ensure that the structures will withstand such severe
enviluumad.al forces.

'Ihe use of these w dores provides reasonable assurance that, in the event
of a design-basis tomado, the structural integrity of the plant structures
that have to be designed for the tomadoes will not be ingbired ard,
consequently, safety-related systems and w,ents located within these
structures will be adequately protecta$ ard will perform their intended safety
furctions if twriai, thus satisfying the requirunant of Item (3) listad above.
Ir;terface Reauirements

'Ibe individual applicant shall ensure that tornado parameters as described
above shall not be erwrimi by those of the sit.;; g=cific design basis tornado
ard that the collapse of nonseismic category I structures, such as coolirg
towers or stacks outside the nuclear island, would not endanger seismic ;

Category I struc- tures. Also, the future applicant must make a comnitment
that site-depardent effects of blast enviiw.=ntal loads are less than those
of design tornado pressures or justify otherwise. 'Ibe same oomnitment and/or
justification is required for airtraft inpact effects, as applicable.

! 3.4.2 Water Invel (Flood) Desian Procedure

For the AIMR Standard Plant structures, the design basis flood elevation is
one foot (1 ft.) below grade ard the design basis ground water is two feet
belcw grade. Since the structtuws will be located above the flood elevation,
no dynande force on structures is considered. 'Ihe lateral hydrostatic
pressure and the hydrodynamic forces (due to earthquakas) on the structures,

' due to the design flood water level as well as grourd water are taken into
consideration with other loads in load ocnbinations specific in ABWR stardard

| safety analysis report for structures.

On the basis of the review of the information provided the staff concludes
that the plant design is acceptable and meets the rm- andations of SRP-

Section 3.4.2 (NURD3-0800) ard the requirements of GDC 2. 'Ihis conclusion is
based on the following:

GE has met the revai.i.sidations of SRP Section 3.4.2 ard the requirements of
GDC 2, with respect to the structural capability to withstand the effects of
the flood or highest greurdwater level, so that their design reflects

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe flood not to exceed the
flood level mentioned ebove for future site;

,

(2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal ard accident conditions
with the effects of the natural phentunena; ard

L
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(3) the iaportance of the safety function to be perfomed. |

|

By limitirg the design basis flood elevatico to one foot below grade and the ;
design basis ground water to two feet below grade in the design of plant
structures, GE prwides sufficient margin to prvvent structural damage duriry |

!the most severe flood or grourdweter described above and the amamiated
dynamic effects that have been determined appwiate for the flood levels so !

that the requirunents of item (1) listed above are met. In additical, the 1

design of seismic category I structures, as required by item (2) listed above, j

includes in an acceptable manner load ocabinations that will occur as a result 1

of the most severe flood or groundwater-related loads described above and the j
loads resultirg fran nomal and accident conditions. '

he procedures used to determine the loadirgs on seismic category I struc+ures ;

induced by the design flood or highest grourdwater level specified for the i
plant are acceptable because these procedures have h M h h desip of j

conventional structures ard prwed to prwide a conservative basis that,
together with other ergineering design considerations, ensures that the
structures will withstand such envirs.atal forces.

%e use of these procedures prwides reasonabic assurance that, in the event |

of floods or high grourd water as <Wu,-ibed above, the structural integrity of
the plant seismic category I structures will not be inpaired ard, in '

consequence, seismic Category I systes and smyci-4s located within these !

structures will be adequately protected ard may be expected to perform ;

r-=n safety functions, as required, thus satisfying the requirement of
item (3) listed above.

'Interface Reculmments

he specific description of the individual applicant's site and elevations for
all safety-related, structures, exterior amanaa=, equipment, and systems,
frun the stardpoint of hydrology considerations ard flood history (including
date, level, peak discharge and related information for major historical flood
events in the site region) will be prwided by the individual applicant. We
followirg tcpics will also be addressed by the individual applicant:

.

(1) probable mwi== precipitation (INP)
'(2) precipitation losses

(3) runoff ard stream ocurse nodels

(4) maximum flood flow

(5) water level determination

(6) ooincident wird wave activity

he individual applicant shall ensure ard demonstrate in his plant-site-unigae
application that all the seismic category I structures are either protected
against flood damage or are not subject to damage by floodirg. Hydrostatic
ard hydrodynamic effects of the flood are considered ard described for all

. _ _ . _ . . . __ _ _, _ _ ,___ _- _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ .
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postulated design flood levels for the conditions set for the future site as
cutlined above. 1

I
3.5.3 Barrier Desian PrmaAwes

he plant's seismic category I structures, systens, and cwyc.u hs are to be j
shielded frrn, or designed for, various postulated missiles. Missiles ,

considend in the design of structurns include tornado-generated missiles.

Se procedures used in the design of the structures, shields, and barriers to |

resist the effect of the missiles have been reviewed and fourd to be adequate. '

he analyses of structurns, shields, and barriers to determine the effects of
missile inpact are acoceplished in two staps. In the first step, the poten- |'tial damage that could be done by the missile in the inmediate vicinity of im-
pact is investigated. h is is aoocmplished by estimating the depth of pene- *

tration of the missile into the impacted structure. Furthennore, secondary
'missiles are preverted by fixing the target thickness well above that

determined for pieid. ration. In the racond step of the analysis, the overall i

structural response of the target when inpacted by a missile is determined .

usinJ established methods of impactive analysis. S e equivalent loads of
missile impact, whether the missile is envimmentally generated or -

accidentally generated within the plant, are combined with other applicable
.

Ioads as diamanai in Secticv13.8 of this SER. |
.

We staff concludos that the barrier design is aoooptable and meets the recam-
mendations of SRP Section 3.5.3 GDC 2 and 4 with respect to the capabilities

,

of the structtires, shields, ard a barriers to provide sufficient protection to
equipnent that must withstard the effects of natural phencnena (tornado
missiles) . m is conclusion is b mad on the following*

! >

2e procedures used for determining the effects and loadings on seismic
Category I structures and missile shields and barriers irduced by design-basis

. missiles selected for the plant are acceptable, since these proceduras provide
I a ocriservative basis for engineerirg design to ensure that the structures or ,

'barriers will be adequately resistant to withstand the effects of such forces.

me use of these procedures will provide reasonable assurance that if design-
I basis missiles should strike seismic Category I structures or other missiles i

shields and barriers, the structures, sheilds, ard barriers will not be
inpaired or degraded to an extent that will result in a loss of required
protection. Seismic category I systems and u.=v -nts protected by thesec

structures will, therefore, be adequately protected against the effects of
missiles and will perforn their intended safety function, if rmaiai. .

Conformance with these sv.Mures is an acceptable basis for satisfying in-

part the requirements of GDC 2 and 4.

Interface Recrairement

to irdividual applicant shall ensure ard demonstrate that the tornado
missiles and their associated inpacting effects based on site-deperdent

|
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parameters are less than those considered in ABWR, or justify the exceedances,
,

for the staff's review and aproval. I

1

3.7 Seismic Design j
|

3.7.1 peismic Inout !

|

We input seismic design response swha for cperating basis earthquake (OBE) I
ard safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) are defined at the grourd surface. Sese ;
spectra ocuply with m 1.60. We =vi== horizontal as well as the =v4== i

vertical grourd acceleration is 0.3g for the safe-shutdown earthquaka (SSE).
We conospcEding peak aooeleration for the operating-basis earthquake (OBE)
is 0.15g whicts was used for the design of structures and miw-nts. Se ;

synthetic time history used for seismic design of AB4R seismic Category I {structures, systens, ard u.mri.=ius is adjusted in anplitude and frequency to
obtain response spectra that envelop the ABWR OBE design response Ep ha
defined by M 1.60, normalized to maxitman grourd accelerations. We magnitu$e
of the SSE design time history is equal to twice the magnitude of the design
OBE time history.

In the design of structures the above design time history is applied in the -

free-field at the grade level.
.

We danping ratios (expressed as a percentage of critical) used in the 1

analysis of ABWR seismic Category I structures, systems, and wiwients are in '

| conpliance with those listed in M 1.61. Ibr soils, danping values are
detennined on the basis of the soil shear strains induced in the free field.

We following ABWR seismic Category I structures have concrete mat foundations
supported on soil, rock, or campacted backfill. We ident depth frun the
plant grade to the bottczn of the base mat is given for each seismic Category I
structure as follows:

(1) reactor building (shield building, containment vamaal, drywell, and
reactor pedestal)-85 ft.

(2) control building-40 ft.

(3) radwaste building-substructure-21 ft 4 in.

| All of these buildings are designed to have indepecdent fourdations. In all
cases, the above value of M twent is used for the dynamic analysis to
determine the seismic soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects.

We following conclusions are subject to the autocane of the staff's audit of
the seismic analysis results.

GE meets (subject to the following interface requirement) the relevant
) requirements of GDC 2 ard A@erdix A to 10 CFR 100 by appropriate
'

consideration of the most severe earthctuake to which the ABWR Category I
structures, systems, arri cur ients will be subjected, includirg appropriater
margin ard considerations for two levels of earthquake (i.e., the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) ard cperating basis earthquake (OBE)]. GE has met
these requirements by the use of the following methods ard procedures.

!

!

|
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'Ihe seismic design response ej+,bu (CEE arti SSE) used in the design of ABWR
seimic Category I structures, systes, and ww.er,ts ocuply with the recom-
marxiations of M 1.60. 'Ihe specific percentage of critical daaping values

.

used in the seismic analysis of AIMR Ontegory I structures, systes, and I
weisits are in confomance with M 1.61, "Danping Values for Seismic
Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants." 'Ihe artificial synthetic time history used
for seismic desip of AIMR Category I structures, systes, and wweits is
adjusted in anplitude and frequency content to obtain response wka that
anvelop the design response em h u specified for the site. Conformance with
the roccancadations of Ms 1.60 and 1.61 ansures that the seismic inputs to
the ABWR Category I structures, systans, and mycteits are adequately defined
to fom a conservative basis for the design of such structures, systans, and I
w ersits to withstand seismic loadings. |v

Interface Reaufr m ants

For specific future application it must be de.w.kuted that the sit.a @escific !

design reepcEE.e mWRa are less than or equal to those given in ABWR SSAR and
in Section 2.5.2 of this SER Which are in conformance with M 1.60 normalized
to the SSE and OIE peak ground arxelerations.

3.7.2 Seismic Syst e and Subsyst m Analysis

'Ihe scope of review of the seismic system and subsystem analysis for the plant
has included the seismic analysis methods for ABWR seismic Category I
structures, systems, and ww.erits. It has included review of procedures for
modeling, seismic soil-structure interaction, developnent of floor response
spectra, inclusion of torsional effects, evaluation of seismic Category I
structure overturning, and detemination of cr.mposite danpirg. 'Ihe review has
included design criteria arxi procedures for evaluation of effects of parameter

,

variations on floor respers.e spectra. 'Ihe review has also included criteria
and seismic analysis pucedures for seismic Category I buried piping and
tunnels.

'Ihe system and subsystem analyses have been perfomed by GE on an elastic
| basis. Modal response sp hum and time history methods fom the basis for

the analyses of all major AIMR seismic Category I structures, systes, and'

ocmponents. When the modal response spwhom method is used, govemirg *

response parameters were combined by the method delineated in M 1.92. Floor
sps ka inputs used for design and test verifications of structures, systems,
and conponents are generated frun the time history methods, takirg into
account variation of parameters by peak widening. A vertical seismic system
dynamic analysis is used for all ABWR structures, systems, and ocmponents.
'Ibrsional effects and stability against overturnirg are considered.

A total of 14 site conditions with soil profile depths rarging fran 85 feet to
300 feet arxi soil layer average shear wave velocities varyirg frcn 994 ft/sec
to 10,000 ft/sec whic;b represent sites of soft, median arxi stiff-soil
conditions and rock sites are used in 42 cases of soil-structure interaction
studies usirg the finite element ocmputer program SASSI. 'Ibese cases are
identified in AIMR SSAR Table 3.A.7-1. Six (representative of three soil
sites) of the 42 cases are further analyzed for soil-structure arxi
struN interaction usirg the CLASSI/ASD ocrputer program which is
based on continuum indeperdence approach considerirg the soil medium as

-. . _ . - . _ _ _ _ . . - _ _ . _. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _
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semiinfinito hr.lf space. We enveloped results of the six cases were
evaluated against the all-sita envelcped loads obtained frcan the 42 maan frun

4

the finite-element approach to establish seismic design loads for the |
structures. In both the finite element method (SNSSI) and the half-space

1

appreadi (CIASSI/ASD), GE used a deoonvolution analysis to obtain the {equivalent linear properties for shear nodulus and material danping ocupatible
with seismic strains induced in the free field.

|

Nniing the satisfactory audit of the results of the analyses, the staff oon-
siders GE has fulfilled the SRP seismic design acceptance reqairement by

,

!

designing seismic Category I structures to responses validated by using two
approaches of SSI analysis. J

,

Ee staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and neets the require-
ments of GDC 2 and Appendix A to 10 CFR 100. h is conclusion is haama on the' I

following and subject to the confirmation of the items dM==ad above. j-

GE meets the requirements of GDC 2 and Appeniix A to 10 CFR 100 with respect
to the capability of the structures to withstand the effects of the
earthquakes so that their design reflects:

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe earthquake Incorded for the |

site with an apprtpriate margin (GDC 2), consideration of two levels of |
earthquakes (Appendix A,10 CER 100);

(2) apprtpriate ocanbination of the effects of normal and accident corziitions
with the effects of the natural phenomena; and ,

(3) the importance of the safety functions to be performed (GDC 2) (the use!

of a suitable dynamic analysis or a suitable qualification test to
demonstrate the structures, systems, and cuycr.ents can withstand the
seismic and other concurrent loads, except where it can be d=u=Lrnta!-

that the use of an equivalent static load method provides Mapte
consideration (Appendix A,10 CFR 100)).

GE has met the requirements of item (1) by use of the acceptable seismic
design parameters in accordance with SRP Section 3.7.1. W e combination of'

I earthquake resulting loads with those resulting frun normal and accident
( conditions in the design of seismic Category I structures as specified in SRP
' Section 3.8.1 through 3.8.5 will be in conformance with item (2).

We staff concludes that the use of the seismic structural analysis pwedures
|

and criteria delineated above by GE provides an acceptable basis for the
seismic design that are in conformance with the Inquirements of itan (3)
listed above.

Interface Reauirenents

me following conditions are to be satisfied by individual applicants
referencing AIER:

(1) We peak ground acceleration is less than or equal to 0.3g SSE, 0.15g OBE
as indicated in Section 2.5.2 of this SER.

l

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _
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(2) 'Ihe site design gruund response spectra are less than or equal to those !
given in R31.60 normalized to the peak ground accelerations in (1). i

(3) 'Ibere is no potential for liquefacation at the plant site resulting fran
'

OBE: and SSE. |
;

(4) 'Ibere is no potential for fault displacement at the plant site. |
,

(5) 'Ibe enbedmont depths of the seismic Category I structures should be those .

mentioned in Seedon 3.7.1 of this SER. ,

(6) 'Ibe average shear wave velocity of soil is 994 fps minimum. 'Ihe upper
bound shear wave velocity is 10,000 ft/sec. ,

(7) For layered soil sites with parameters that have very abrupt variations
with depth, analysis with site-unique properties should be performed to

; confirm the applicability of the generic analysis.

(c) 'Ihe soil-bearing capacity at the site is adequate to ace---- hta plant
design loads. ,

;

In addition to the above conditions, at any site where the AIMR design is to
,

|: be used, the staff will require that sit.a-specific geotechnical data be
| develcped by the individual applicants and submitted for review by the staff >

|
to demonstrate ocuparability with the design analyses asstmptions (see section

| 2.5.1 of this SER) . 'Ihe eight sitsH".fipsiderat conditions described above have
' to be satisfie:1 by the individual applicant. In addition, the geotechnical ,

parameters of future sites should be developed and reviewed by the staff with :
respect to those used in the AIER seismic analyses to establish cxmparability.
'Ibe furdamental frequencies of AIMR structures, aqir*=nt, and ww. arras will
be limited to remain above a low frequency range (i.e., 4 Hz or other modified

,

frequency range that may result frun the eight additional analyses). Any ,

deviation frun this limitation will have to be justified and reviewed by the
staff.e

|
'

3.7.3 Seismic Instrumentation FrW mn

'Ihe type, number, location, and use of mi.u .;in.etion accelergraphs to record
seismic events and to pruvide data on the frequency, anplitude, ard phase

,

relationship of the seismic response of the containment structure ocmply with
RG 1.12 and SRP Section 3.7.4. Supporting instrumentation will be installed
on ABWR seismic Category I structures, systems, and we serits to provide data

| for the verification of the seismic responses determined analytically for such
seismic Category I items.

I Subject to clarification of sczne of the applicant's statements the staff
concludes that the seismic instrumentation system to be provided for the plant ;

is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 2,10 CFR 100, Apperdix A and
10 CFR 50.55a. 'Ihis conclusion is h=1 on the following.

|

| GE has met the requirements of 10 CFR 100, Appendix A, by providing the *

instrumentation that is capable of measuring the effects of an earthquake'

which meets the requirements of GDC 2. GE has met the requirements of 10 CFR
50.55a by providing the inservice inspection program that will verify
operability by performing channel checks, calibrations, ard functional test at

1
|

|
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acceptable intervals. In addition, the installation of the specified seismic i

instrumentation in the reactor contairnent structure and other AIMR seismic
Category I structures, systems, and wwnts ocristitutes an aooeptable ,

program to record data on seismic ground motion as well as data on the ;

fregaency and anplitude relationship of the seismic response of major |

structures and systems. A prtmpt readout of partinent data at the ua,bul
rocn can be expected to yield sufficient information to guide the operator on
a timely basis for the purpore of evaluating the seismic response of major
structures and systems in the event of an earthquake. Data obtained frun such '

installed seismic instrumentation will be sufficient to determine that the i

seismic analysis ===tions and the analytical nodel used for the design of '

ABWR are adequate and that allowable stresses are not exnm%i uMer ;

conditions in which continuity of operation is intended. Pzwision of sudi
seismic instrumentation ocmplies with in 1.12.

Interface Requirement

With the continuous enhanonnent in the state-of-art of seismic
instrumentation, conformity with instrumentation guidelines existant at the
time of individual license a; plication will be requi. red.

3.8.1 and 3.8.2 Crsmie Containment and it's Steel Cuwerents <

'Ihe cantainment is a reinforced concrete cylindrical shell structure with an !

intemal steel liner which is mainly of carbon steel except for wetted :

surfaces where stainless steel or carbon steel with stainless steel cladding *

is used. It is divided by the diagnragm floor and the reactor pedestal into an
upper and a lower drywell chamber and a suppression chamber. 'Ihe containment
is surrounded by and structurally integral with the reactor building. 'Ihe
containment wall is 6 feet 7 inches thick with an inside radius of 47 feet 7

| inches an$ height of 96 feet 9 inches. 'Ibe containment design pressure is 45
| psig. 'Ihe contain- ment is designed to resist various ocnbinations of dead

loads, live loads, envium- Aal loads including those due to wind, tornadoes,
- and earthquakes, normal operating loads and loads generated by postulated

LOCA. 'Ibe concrete containment will be designed, fabricated, uawkucted and
tested in accordance with 93 =11on OC of the ASME Code Section III Divisionh

2.

In order to verify the ultimate capacity of the concrete portion of the
|

containment structure, a 1/6-scale global model was tested and the test
' results dem4=kated that the AIMR uas.4=le containment of a prototypical-

design is capable of withstanding 90 psig (2 times design pressure) without
loss of structural intagrity. 'Ibe model was tested without subjection to high
tarperature. However, the pressure capacity of the concrete containment in
ocnbination with high tenperature is expected to be much higher than 90 psig.|

|

| 'Ibe major steel ocmponents of the concrete containment consist of: personnel
| airlocks, equipment hatches, ard drywell head. 'Ihese vapents will be de-
| signed for the same loads and load combinations as used in the design of the

concrete containment shell to whidi these uagents are attached. 'Ibese
cuprents are designed, fabricated and tested as class MC corponents in
accordance with 91 = tion NE of the ASME Code Section III Division 1.h

- - - . - . . - - - .. _ _. - - -- -- - - . .- -
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Pendirg the provision of details of the containment steel liner design, the
staff concludes that the design of the concrete containment arri its associated >

steel wyci is will be acomptable and will meet the requirements of SRP-

!

Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 arx1 relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.34, GDC 1, 2, '

4, 16 and 50. Tne conclusion is hammi on the followirg: i

(1) me applicant will meet the roccanandations of SRP Sections 3.8.1 and [
3.8.2 and the requirements of GDC 1 by ensurirq that the wa.4wie '

oontainment and its steel wyctierits will be designed, fabricated,
==i49eted, tested and inspected to the quality standards as stipulated
in codes and regulatory guides.

(2) Se aplicant will meet the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the
containment to withstand an earthquake that will envelop the most severe
earthquake considered for prospective sites, armi the ocnbination of the <

effects of nonnal and accident conditions with the effects of |
envitesi.iistal loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phencnana. '

(3) he applicant will meet the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the containment will be such that it will be capable of with- ,

starxiing the dynamic and thermal effects associated with missiles, pipe
whipping, safety / relief valve discharge and discharging fluids resulting i

frun events outside the nuclear power unit or fran equignant failu:ss.
,

.

(4) me applicant will meet the riquirements of GDC 16 by having the contain- ;

ment so designed that it essentially will be a leaktight barrier to '!

prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactive effluents to the :
envias umuit.

(5) Se applicant will meet the requirements of GDC 50 by designing the
containment to am-.----hte, with sufficient margin, the design leakage
rate and the calculated pressure and tenperature corxiitions resulting '

frun accident conditions, and by ensuring that the design conditions will
not be exnaaiai durirg the full course of the accident condition. In .

meetirg these design requirements, the applicant will use theI

rm-----dations of regulatory guides and industry standards. We
applicant also will perform appropriate analysis that will denonstrate
that the ultimate capacity of the containment will not be exnamiai and
will establish a reasonable margin of safety for the design.

Se criteria used an the analysis, design, and construction of the containment
structure to account for anticipated loadings arx1 postulated conditions that

,

may be i-d on the structure durirg its service lifet.ime are in conformance
with established criteria, codes, standards, and guides and the industry
standard, ASME Code, Section III, Division 1, Subsection NE, and Division 2.

S e use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and
guides; the loads and loadirg combinations; the design and analysis ,

procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control
programs; and the testing and inservice surveillance requiruments will provide
reasonable assurance that, in the event of earthquakes an$ various postulated
accidents occurring within and outside the containment, the structure will

| withstarxi the specified conditions without irpairment of structural integrity
' or safety function.

. - - - - _ - - - . . . - . - . . - - . - _ . . . . . - - - - - . - - . - - - -- .
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3.8.3 Criuwt.e and Stmetural Steel Intamal Structures i

i

'%e main internal structures inside the containnent are the ninforced .

vuiuwte diaphragm, the reactor pedestal and reactor ahleid wall. We 6

diaphragm separatas the upper drywell frun the suppression pool. W e reactor ;

pedestal consists of a ledge on a cylindrical shell whis forms the reactor ;

cavity extending frun the bottan of the dia#1ragm to the top of the ,

containment foundation slab. %e space enclosed by the cylindrical ahe.11
under the reactor is the icwor drywell which is w d.cted to the suppression

.

pool through a series of vertical and horizontal vents in the shell wall. A |
steel equipment platfom is located in the lower drywell and is amanalble
through a steel peruonnel tunnel ard a steel equipnent tunnel frun outside of :
the containment. Other intamal structures are drywell equipment ard pipe f

support structure, miscellaneous floors, and reactor shield wall stabilizer,
i

me major code used in the design of vuiuwte internal structures, is ACI 349 '

code. For all steel intamal structures, the ANSI /AISCN 690 " Specification :
for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Steel Safety-Related Structures
for Nuclear Facilities," is used. (For equipment rMpports, Suhaetion NF of !

the ASME oode is used.) ,

We containment concrete and steel internal structures are designed to resist
various ombinations of dead and live loads, accident-induced loads (including
pressure and jet loads), and seismic loads. We load ocanbinations used cover +

those cases likely to emw and include all loads that may act sin 11taneously.
We containment intamal structures are designed and prtportioned to rummin ;

within limits established by the staff under the various load cambinations. ;

W ese limits are, in general, based on the ASME Code Section III Division 2, '

on the ACI 349 code, and on the ANSI /AISCN 690 Specification for concrete aid
steel structures, respectively, modified as appropriate for load ocanbinations
that are considered extreme.

We design and analysis pruoedures that are used for the internal structures
are the same as those that have been us(d for previously licensed applications
ard, in general, are in accordance with pucadures delineated in the codes
mentioned above.

We materials of ws:n-uction, their fabrication, construction, and
installation, are in accordance with the ACI 349 oode and the ANSI /AISCN 690
specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively with the ,

exception of the concrete diaphragm floor, for which ASME Code, Section III,
Division 2 is used.

On the basis of review of the information provided, the staff concludes that
the design of the containment intemal structures is acceptabic and meets the ,

rxm- ndations of SRF Section 3.8.3 and the relevant requirements of 10 CFR
50.55a, ard GDC 1, 2, 4, and 50. % is conclusion is based on the following:

(1) GE has met the ra --- rdations of SRP Section 3.8.3 and the requiruments
of 10 CFR 50.55a ard GD': I with respect to ensuring that the containment
internal structures are designed, fabricated, erected, contracted,
tested, ard inspected to quality standards ocenensurate with the safety
filnction to be performed by meeting the guidelines of regulatory guidos
and industry standards irdicated below.

.. ._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _. _,
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(2) GE has not the requirunants of GDC 2 by designing the ocritairunant ;

intamal structure to withstard the most severe earthquake that has bsen
established for the design envelope of ABWR with sufficient margin and
the ocanbinaticm of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the !h

! effects of envirornental loadings, such as earthquakes and other natural !

!' phenornana..
,

,

(3) GE has met the requirunents of GDC 4 by ensuring that the design of the '

intamal structures is onpable of withstarding the dynamic effects '

associated with missiles, pipe Whirpirg, and dischargirq fluids frun ;

safety / relief valves or equipient failure. t

(4) GE has not the requirunants of GDC 50 by designing the containment
intermi structures to acoczmodate, with sufficient margin, the *

calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting frun accident '

conditions, and by ensuring that the design conditions are not exceeded :
durity the full ocurse of the accident condition. In meetirg these
design requirunents, the appli- cant has used the r=h =rdations of ;

i regulatory guides and industry standards indicated below.
;

'Ibe criteria used in the analysis, design, and w=boctica of the containment I

internal structures to account for anticipated loadirgs and postulated i

conditions that may be 4===i on the structures during their servios lifetime
are in conformance with established criteria, m%=, standards, and
specifications acceptable to the staff. 'Ihese include meeting the positions
of RGs 1.94,1.136 and 1.142, ard industry standards ACI 349, ASME Code, !
Section III, Division 2, " Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels ard Containments,"
ard AISC and ANSI /AISCH 690 " Specifications for the Design, Fabrication, and
Erection of Steel Safety-Related Structures for Nuclear Facilities."

'Ihe use of these criteria as definrx1 by applicable codes, standards, guides,
ard specifications (on the loads ard loading combinations; the design ard
analysis pwr.wdures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, !

'qualicy control pwguas, ard the testirg requirenants) provide reasonable
assurance that in the event of eartlquakes ard various postulated accidents '

occurrirq within the containment, the interior structures will withstand the
specified design condi- tions without impairment of structural integrity or
the performance of required safety functions.

3.8.4 Other Seismic Cateaory I Structures *

Seismic Category I structures within the AB4R design scope in the reactor
buildirg ard the control buildire. ('Ibe radwaste buildirg substructure is to
remain intact under a seismic event to help contain liquid frun a possibly
ruptured tank. Overall, the radwaste building has no safety-related 4

equipnent; thus, the remainder of the building is not seismic category I.)

Seismic Category I structures within AS4R design scope are c.u=L-ucted of
structural steel and cuu=Le. 'Ibe structural couponents consist of slabs,
walls, beams, ard columns. 'Ihe major code used in the design of concrete
seismic Category I structures is the ACI 349, " Code Requirements for Nuclear
Safety Related Coruute Structures." For steel seismic Category I structures,
the ANSI /AISCN 690 " Specification for the Design, Fabricatical ard Erection of
Steel Safety-Related Structures for Nuclear Facilities" is used.

1
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The u u tm and steel seismic Category I structures within ABh1R a e designed
to resist various ocabinaticrs of dead loads; live loads; enviwwdal loads
including winds, tornadoes, OBE and SSE; and loads generated by postulated
ruptures of hicjh-energy pipes (such as reaction and jet inpirWt forces,
ocmpartment pressures, and inpact effects of whipping pipes).

7he design and analysis gMares that are used for these seismic Category I
structures are the same as those a@ roved on previously licensed applications
and, in general, are in accordance with gMures delinanted in the ACI 349
code and in the ANSI /AISCN 690 specification for cc.uwte and steel
structures, rWively.

The seismic Category I structures within ABWR Standard Plant are designed and '
proportioned to remain within limits established by the staff under the
various load cxmbinations. These limits are, in general, MW on the ACI 349
code and on the ANSI /AISCN 690 specification for concrete and steel
structures, respectively, modified as appropriate for load ocabinations that

| are considered extrane.

The materials of cci=Loction, their fabrication, cc .buction, and
installation, are in accordance with the ACI 349 code and the ANSI /AISCN 690
specification for concrete aM steel structures, respectively.

Since the reactor building (RB) enclosures the containment and is integral
with it, the effect of the hydrodynamic load on RB due to SRV discharge or
IICA in the containment should be taken into consideration. Peniing the
satisfactory zuview of this effect on RB the staff concludes that the design

| of safety-related structures within AIMR other than containment or containment
l interior structures is acceptable and meets the r*- ,+rdations of SRP Section

3.8.4, the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, and GDC 1, 2, 4, ard 5.
This conclusion is MaM on the following:

1

(1) GE has met the res-sidations of SRP Section 3.8.4 and the requirements--

of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with respect to ensurirg that the
safety-related structures other than containment are designed,
fabricated, erected, contracted, tested, and inspected to quality
standards ocmnensurate with its safety function to be performed by
meeting the guidelines of regulatory guides and industry standards
indicated below.

(2) GE has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the safety-related
structures other than containment to withstand the most severe earthquake
that has been established for AIMR design envelope with sufficient margin
ard the combination of the effects of normal and accident conditions with
the effects of environmental loadirgs, such as earthquakes and other
natural phencuena.

!

(3) GE has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the design of the
| safety-related structures are capable of withstandirg the dynamic effects
| associated with missiles, pipe whipping, ard dischargirg fluids.
|

(4) GE has met the requirements of Appendix B because the quality assuran
program provides adequate measures for implementing guidelines relatirq
to structural design audits.

..-
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The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of the ABWR
seismic Category I structurns to aooaunt for anticipated loadings and I

postulated conditions that may be imposed on eat structure during its service
lifetine are in conformance with established critaria, codes, staniards, and

i specifications aooeptable to the staff. These include neeting the positions
I of RGs 1.28,1.76, and 1.142, and industry standards ACI 349 and ANSI /ANSCN

690 " Specifications, for the Design, Fabrication, and Erwetion of Structural
Steel Safety-Islated structures for Nuclear Facilities".

|
The use of these critaria as defined by applicable mias, standards, guides, !
and specifications (on the loads ard IrwWg oambinations; the design and
analysis procedures; the structural acceptance critaria; the materials, and
quality control prograns) provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of
wirds, tornadoes, earthquakes, and various postulated accidents occurring
within the structures, the structures will withstand the specified design

1

; corditions without impaiznant of structural integrity or the performance of I

required safety functions. I

Interface Reauiren0DtB |

Other seismic Category I structures not within the ABWR scope will be
identified and described by individual aplicants ard their design and ;

analysis will have to be reviewed and accepted by the staff on a case-by-case i

basis. The individual aplicant should ensure that the settlements of ;

adjacent buildings should be such that the integrity of underground piping or '

tunnel will not be jeopardized. )

3.8.5 Tbunistions

In the AB4R design separate reinforced concrete mat foundations are considered
for major seismic Category I structures. The reactor building foundation ,

which is integral with the containment fourdation supports the containment
structure, the reactor pedestal and other internal structures. Even though
the containment structure fourdation is integral with the reactor building
foundation, it is defined by GE as the portion of the fourdation within the
perimeter of the containment structure. As such it is designed as a part of
the containment boundary. Primarily, these fcundations are reinforced
concrete of the mat type. She major code used in the design of these concrete
mat fourdations is ACI 349 except for the portion of the foundation within the
containment bourdary for which ASME Section III Division 2 code is usci.
These cucate fourdations have been designed to resist various conbinations
of dead loads, live loads, envi m = ental loads (including winds, torrw h a,
OBE, and SSE), ard loads generated by postulated ruptures of high-energy
pipes. Detailed design information such as the factor of safety against
flotation (buoyarcy) for reactor building is calculated ard provided. However
there is no such information given for control building and radwaste building.

The design and analysis procedures that were used for these seismic Category I
'

foundations are, in general, in accordance with pwocdures delineated in the
ACI 349 and ASME Section III Division 2 m%a. The various seismic Category I
fourdations were designed ard proportioned to remain within limits established
by the regulatory staff under the various load combinations. 7hese limits
are, in general, based on the ACI 349 ard the ASME Section III Division 2
codes modified as appropriate for load conbinations that are considered

'
. -,. - . - - - - .-..._- . . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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extreme. We storials of construction, their fabrication, construction and
installation, will be in accordance with the ACI 349 ard ASME Section III
Division 2 codes. We critaria that were used in the analysis, design, ard 4

construction of all the ABWR seismic Category I foundations to account for !

anticipated loadings and postulated conditions that my be 4===d on each :

foundation during its service lifetime are in conformance with established i

criteria,tvdam, standards, ard specificaticms acceptable to the NRC staff.

Mnding the revief of the detailed design information for the control building
and radwasta building the staff omcludes that the design of the seismic i

Category I foundations within AB4R are acceptable ard meets rhi..adations of '

SRP Section 3.8.5 and the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, and GDC 1,
2, 4, ard 5. Wis conclusion is hamai on the following: !

(1) GE meets the requirunents of 10 CFR 50.55a ard GIX: I with respect to '

ensuring that the seismic Category I fourdations within ABWR are
designed, and will be fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, ard ,

inspected to quality standards ocenensurate with its safety function to
be performed by meeting the guidelines of regulatory guidos and irdustry
standards irdicated below.

,

(2) GE meets the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the seismic Category I ;

foundation within the AB4R to withstard the most severe earthquake that
has been established for AIMR design envelcpe with sufficient margin and
the ocnbination of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the
effects of enviu==mtal loadings such as earthquakes and other natural

,

phenomena.'

I <

(3) GE meets the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the design of seismic
Category I foundations within ABWR will be capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and dischaiging
fluids.

(4) GE meets the requirunents of GDC 5 by demonstrating that structures,
systems, ard u.sv mid.s are not shared between units or that, if shared,or
sharing will not inpair their ability to perform their intended safety

- function.

We criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of all the AIMR
'reismic Category I foundations (to account for anticipated Icadings ard postu-

lated oorditions that may be L==ad on each foundation during its service
lifetime) are in conformance with established criteria, codes, stardards, ard

,

specifications acceptable to the staff. %ese include meeting the positionsI

I of BG 1.142, industry standard ACI 349 ASME Section III Division 2 codes, ard
AISC '' Specification for Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel
for Building."

he use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, guides,
ard specifications (on the loads and loading ocnbinations; the design ard
analysis procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, and
quality control programs, provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of
wirds, tornadoes, earthquakes, ard various postulated events, seismic Category
I foundations within ABWR withstand the specified design corditions without

,
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4-4% of structural integrity ard stability or the performanora of :

requirled safety functions. >

_
.

)

Interface Mirunents
r

1. The irxiividual applicant must ensure that the sit; wific soil |
parameters and the settlement of foundations and structure evaluated ;

therewith are ocuparable with the soil parameters used in the AIMR !

foundation design. Otherwise, the irdividual applicant must identify ard i
justify the rerable aspects of the parameters. The staff will
review the applicant's justification on a case-by-case basis. ,

2. If foundation waterproofing is used, the individual applicant should
evaluat the capability of the foundations to transfer shear loads. The
staff will review the applicant's evaluation. !
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